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Abstract
____________________________________________________________________________________________

In recent years 3-dimensional building data has gained importance in a wide range of applica-
tions (telecommunications, environmental and urban planning, navigation, tourism, etc.). This
fact is emphasised by the intensive work that has kept busy many researchers of the commu-
nities of photogrammetry and computer science already for years. Some work is based on ex-
isting 2-D vector data of the buildings (e.g. from a GIS or ground plan) which is used ‘as is’.
The 3rd dimension is then added by use of elevation data. Other researchers approach the
problem with four- up to sixfold image overlap and high ground resolution or with precise la-
ser data.

The presented work was embedded in the project ATOMI (Automated reconstruction of topo-
graphic objects from aerial images using vectorised map information), a cooperation between
the Swiss Federal Office of Topography in Wabern/Switzerland and the Institute of Geodesy
and Photogrammetry (IGP) at ETH Zürich. One long term aim of the Federal Office of Topog-
raphy is to produce a digital topographic information system representing a real landscape
model and not a generalised cartographic one.

In the presented research the investigations were guided by the aims of project ATOMI and
the limitations given by the input data. Methods should be found to update the buildings of
digitised 1:25’000 map content (VECTOR25), to make it correspond to reality (inversion of gen-
eralisation) and to provide at least one representative building height. The accuracy require-
ments were 1 m in planimetry and 1-2 m in height. Stereo models of color imagery with a scale
of 1:15’800 were used and evaluated with regard to their potential. The given input data, apart
from the vectorised map, included a nationwide digital terrain model with 25 m grid width
(DHM25).

The use of approximate building data from VECTOR25 is an advantage, but it must not be
overrated. A detailed analysis given in this thesis allows to understand that the potential of us-
ing 1:25’000 map data in the reconstruction process is limited.

The updating of the buildings of VECTOR25 not only means to improve the accuracy of the
planar outline and the determination of one building height. The cases of new buildings or
buildings that do not exist anymore have also to be considered. This requires a detection meth-
od. The proposed approach is separated into two steps.

First the vegetation is automatically separated from man-made objects using the discrete Kar-
hunen-Loève transformation and unsupervised isoclustering. This is done to remove all height
values in the used digital surface model (DSM) of the processed region that are caused by nat-
ural objects. The method only requires RGB imagery. The presented procedure was successful
and turned out to be generally applicable.
 Abstract I
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In the second step a new method for blob detection is applied to the preprocessed DSM for the
detection of all objects above ground. First the height model is cut into height bins (horizontal
slices), followed by an object detection in each bin. Buildings are then located by tracking from
the highest bin down to the lowest one, searching for objects which - in adjacent height bins -
lie at about the same position. The results of the tests are promising and could even be im-
proved by use of more accurate height data.

For the reconstruction of the buildings various approaches have been developed, implemented
and tested.

First an approach based on an orthophoto and the normalised DSM (nDSM) was used. The so-
lution for each building was determined in several steps by search of the maximum of a score
function. Then one building height is derived from the nDSM. The procedure was able to re-
construct most of the single standing buildings correctly, problems occurred mainly in regions
with a very high building concentration and connected buildings (town center).

The orthophoto-based building reconstruction approach also includes a method for automat-
ed rating of the solutions. Correct buildings are automatically accepted, wrong solutions are
rejected. A third class with uncertain solutions has to be checked by the user. The proposed
algorithms turned out to be a useful means in the evaluation of reconstruction results if the few
necessary parameters are correctly adjusted.

In a second part of the research on building reconstruction the limits of the use of a single color
stereo model were investigated. In order to allow the modelling of generic building and roof
shapes, a method for reconstruction of each separate roof segment from 3-D edges and image
classification was developed. For this method no building approximations are necessary. The
general applicability of the approach could not be verified because of the limitations given by
the used data. Nevertheless some remarkable results have been achieved.

In the third procedure a combination of height information and 3-D edges is used. The ap-
proach combines the experience from the first two reconstruction methods in order to develop
a software prototype for a productive system, including a graphical user interface. The mod-
elling of simple gable roofs is also possible. An evaluation of the procedure showed that it
works fine in areas where a precise DSM is available.

The developed methods were tested on several test data sets. A new measure is proposed to
estimate the quality of one single building side from area comparison of the building solutions
to manually measured reference data.

The use of a single color stereo model (image scale 1:15’800) in combination with the DHM25
and VECTOR25 of the Swiss Federal Office of Topography turned out to be very restrictive. It
is hardly possible to set up a productive, reliable automated system with the given data. From
this point of view the presented achievements in a wide range of topics are respectable. They
present a valuable contribution to the current research on vegetation and building detection,
reconstruction of buildings and automated rating of solutions.
II  Abstract
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Zusammenfassung
____________________________________________________________________________________________

Die Bedeutung von 3-dimensionalen Gebäudedaten hat in den letzten Jahren stark zugenom-
men. Sie sind aus einer Vielzahl von Anwendungen nicht mehr wegzudenken (Fernmeldewe-
sen, Umwelt- und Städteplanung, Navigation, Tourismus usw.). Die Bedeutung der
automatischen Gebäudedetektion und Rekonstruktion wird dadurch verdeutlicht, dass dieses
Thema in den Bereichen Photogrammetrie und Computer Vision schon seit Jahren intensiv er-
forscht wird. Einige Arbeiten basieren auf 2-D Vektordaten der Gebäude aus GIS-Daten oder
Grundbuchplänen, welche unverändert übernommen werden. Die dritte Dimension wird
durch Dachrekonstruktion aus einem Oberflächenmodell hinzugefügt. Andere Forscher ge-
hen die Problematik mit vier- bis sechsfacher Bildüberlappung und hoher Bodenauflösung
oder mit genauen Laserdaten an.

Die präsentierte Arbeit wurde im Rahmen des Projekts ATOMI (Automatisierte Rekonstrukti-
on topographischer Objekte aus Luftbildern unter Benutzung vektorisierter Kartendaten)
durchgeführt. ATOMI ist eine Zusammenarbeit zwischen dem Schweizerischen Bundesamt
für Landestopographie in Wabern und dem Institut für Geodäsie und Photogrammetrie (IGP)
der ETH Zürich. Ein langfristiges Ziel des Bundesamtes für Landestopographie ist die Produk-
tion eines topographischen Informationssystems, welches die reale, 3-dimensionale Land-
schaft und nicht ein verallgemeinertes kartographisches Modell darstellt.

Die Untersuchungen in dieser Forschungsarbeit wurden durch die Ziele von Projekt ATOMI
und die Eigenschaften der verwendeten Daten beeinflusst. Die entwickelten Methoden sollen
es ermöglichen, die digitalisierten Gebäude der 1:25’000 Karte (VECTOR25) zu aktualisieren,
worauf sie der tatsächlichen Form und Lage entsprechen sollen (Umkehrung der Generalisie-
rung). Weiter soll mindestens eine repräsentative Gebäudehöhe bestimmt werden. Die Genau-
igkeitsanforderungen waren 1 m in der Lage und 1-2 m in der Höhe. Die verwendeten
Stereomodelle mit Farbbildern des Massstabs 1:15’800 wurden auf ihre Verwendbarkeit für
automatische Gebäuderekonstruktion geprüft. Neben den vektorisierten Kartendaten wurde
auch das für die ganze Schweiz zur Verfügung stehende digitale Geländemodell DHM25 ge-
nutzt.

Das Vorhandensein von Näherungsdaten (VECTOR25) ist ein Vorteil, welcher jedoch nicht
überschätzt werden darf. Eine genaue Analyse ermöglicht, das beschränkte Potential der Ver-
wendung von Kartendaten im Massstab 1:25’000 für die Gebäuderekonstruktion zu bewerten.

Die Aktualisierung der Gebäude in VECTOR25 bedeutet nicht nur, die Genauigkeit des Um-
risses zu verbessern und eine Höhe zu bestimmen. Neue Häuser oder solche, die nicht mehr
existieren, müssen ebenfalls berücksichtigt werden. Somit ist eine Methode zur Detektion von
Gebäuden nötig. Die vorgeschlagene Lösung besteht aus zwei Schritten. Zuerst wird im Farb-
bild die Vegetation durch Verwendung der diskreten Karhunen-Loève-Transformation in
Kombination mit unüberwachter Klassifizierung bestimmt. Dies wird getan, um alle Höhen-
 Zusammenfassung III
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werte im benutzten Oberflächenmodell zu entfernen, welche durch Bäume oder Sträucher ver-
ursacht wurden. Die Methode funktioniert bei ausschliesslicher Verwendung von Farbbildern
und ist allgemein anwendbar.

Im zweiten Schritt dient eine neue Methode für Blobdetektion dazu, im DSM alle Objekte zu
lokalisieren, welche höher als der sie umgebende Boden sind. Zuerst wird das Höhenmodell
in horizontale Scheiben unterteilt, gefolgt von einer Objektdetektion in jeder einzelnen Schei-
be. Gebäude werden anschliessend gefunden, indem von der höchsten hinunter zur tiefsten
Scheibe nach Objekten gesucht wird, welche - in benachbarten Scheiben - an ungefähr der sel-
ben Stelle liegen. Die Testresultate sind vielversprechend und könnten bei Verwendung ge-
nauerer Höhendaten sogar noch verbessert werden.

Für die Gebäuderekonstruktion wurden verschiedene Ansätze entwickelt und getestet.

Zuerst wurde eine Methode basierend auf den Farbwerten im Orthophoto und dem normali-
sierten Oberflächenmodell entwickelt, bei welcher die beste Lösung für jedes Gebäude schritt-
weise durch Maximierung einer Bewertungsfunktion gefunden wird. Danach erfolgt die
Bestimmung einer Gebäudehöhe. Mit dem Algorithmus konnten die meisten einzeln stehen-
den Gebäude korrekt rekonstruiert werden. Probleme ergaben sich vor allem in Regionen mit
hoher Gebäudekonzentration und zusammengebauten Häusern (Ortszentrum).

In den Ansatz zur orthophotobasierten Gebäuderekonstruktion wurde eine Methode zur au-
tomatischen Beurteilung der Resultate integriert. Richtige Lösungen werden automatisch ak-
zeptiert, falsch rekonstruierte Gebäude werden automatisch abgelehnt. Eine dritte Gruppe
von Lösungen, welche nicht eindeutig zugeordnet werden kann, muss manuell geprüft wer-
den. Wenn die wenigen notwendigen Parameter korrekt gesetzt werden, ist der vorgeschlage-
ne Algorithmus eine nützliche Hilfe bei der Evaluation der rekonstruierten Gebäude.

In einem zweiten Teil der Untersuchungen wurden die sich aus den verwendeten Daten erge-
benden Limiten im Hinblick auf eine Gebäuderekonstruktion aus einem einzelnen Stereomo-
dell ermittelt. Um die Modellierung generischer Gebäude- und Dachformen zu ermöglichen,
wurde eine Methode zur Rekonstruktion einzelner Dachflächen aus 3-D Kanten unter Ver-
wendung von unüberwachter Klassifizierung untersucht. Für diesen Ansatz ist kein Nähe-
rungsdatensatz notwendig. Die allgemeine Anwendbarkeit der Algorithmen konnte nicht
verifiziert werden, was vor allem auf die Charakteristika der verwendeten Daten zurückge-
führt werden kann. Nichtsdestotrotz konnten einige bemerkenswerte Resultate erzielt wer-
den.

Die dritte Methode kombiniert die Erfahrungen aus den ersten beiden Untersuchungen, um
einen Softwareprototyp eines für die Produktion vorgesehenen Systems inklusive Benutzer-
oberfläche zu entwickeln. Dazu wird eine Kombination von Höheninformation aus dem DSM
und rekonstruierten 3-D Kanten verwendet. Auch das modellieren einfacher Giebeldächer ist
möglich. Untersuchungen zeigten, dass die Methode funktioniert, wenn ein korrektes und ge-
nügend detailliertes Oberflächenmodell zur Verfügung steht.

Die entwickelten Algorithmen wurden anhand mehrerer Datensätze getestet. Eine neu vorge-
schlagene Methode zur Genauigkeitsanalyse erlaubt es, die Qualität einer einzelnen Gebäude-
seite aus dem Flächenvergleich der Gebäudelösung und der entsprechenden Referenz zu
schätzen.
IV  Zusammenfassung
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Es zeigte sich, dass die Verwendung eines einzelnen Farbbild-Stereomodelles (Massstab
1:15’800) in Kombination mit dem DHM25 und VECTOR25 des Schweizerischen Bundesamtes
für Landestopographie als einzige Datenquellen eine zu grosse Einschränkung ist. Es wird
kaum möglich sein, mit den gegebenen Daten ein verlässliches, automatisches Produktionssy-
stem zu entwickeln. Aus diesem Blickwinkel gesehen sind die vorgelegten Methoden und Er-
gebnisse durchaus respektabel. Sie sind ein wertvoller Beitrag zur gegenärtig laufenden
Forschung in den Bereichen der Vegetations- und Gebäudedetektion, der Gebäuderekonstruk-
tion und der automatischen Evaluation von Ergebnissen.
 Zusammenfassung V
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Terms and Abbreviations
____________________________________________________________________________________________

DSM:
A digital surface model containing the height values of the highest point at a particular planar
location. It includes buildings, bridges, trees, bushes, etc.

DTM:
A digital terrain model contains the terrain (earth surface) without any objects above ground.

nDSM:
The so-called normalised surface model is calculated by subtraction of the DTM from the DSM,
resulting (theoretically) in zero values for regions without vegetation or man-made objects
higher than ground level and values > 0 for regions with vegetation or man-made objects that
elevate from ground.

VECTOR25:
VECTOR25 is the digital landscape model of Switzerland. Its content and geometry are based
on the national map 1:25’000. VECTOR25 shows the natural and artificial objects of the land-
scape in the versatile vector format and is especially suitable for applications in GIS and CAD
systems. VECTOR25 describes approximately 5 million objects with their position, form, kind
of object, further attributes as well as their topology (relationship to neighbouring objects). Its
perimeter includes the complete area of Switzerland plus the adjoining foreign territory.

DHM25:
The DHM25 of the Swiss Federal Office of Topography is a digital height model of the whole
area of Switzerland with a rasterwidth of 25 m. The DHM25 is derived from the contour lines
of the national map 1:25 000. The average accuracy according to the Federal Office of Topogra-
phy reaches up to 1.5 m for the Swiss Plateau and the Jura Mountains, 2 m for the Pre-Alps and
the Ticino, and 3 m for the Alps [Bundesamt für Landestopographie, 2001]. In some mountai-
nous areas the error amounts to 8 m.

ROI:
Region of interest

COG:
Centre of gravity

MER:
Mean (centre) coordinates of the enclosing rectangle
 Terms and Abbreviations IX
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Chapter 1

Introduction
____________________________________________________________________________________________

1.1 - Motivation

The fast change of the environment caused by humans is a process that puts high requirements
on all professions that deal with the description and visualisation of our surroundings. Obvi-
ously geosciences belong to this group. The increasing need of accurate and actual descriptions
of buildings and other man-made objects require fast updating processes for geospatial data.
But two dimensions are - for many applications - simply not enough. City planning, architec-
ture, telecommunications and environmental engineering are just a few examples that repre-
sent the high demand for 3-dimensional data from the user side.

While up to now map updating has been done manually, the transition of image data from an-
alogue to digital makes research for automated methods possible. Cartographers no longer
need to engrave the content of a new map, as their common tools are keyboard, mouse, dig-
itising table, scanner and printer. But still there is potential to speed up the map updating pro-
cess. Would it not be possible to find automated methods that support and simplify the
cartographer’s work by reduction of the user interaction?

Fig. 1: The human brain is able to interpret what the eyes see;
a) eskimo or indian chief [Collection of optical illusions, 1996],

b) woman’s face or saxophone player [Eluzions, 2002]

Experience and daily practice allow us to have our brain automatically interpreting what we
see. Unconscious of any made effort we understand (Fig. 1). If such processes are replaced by
a computer, it is more than probable that none of the objects will be identified. In the case of
buildings in aerial imagery an interpretation might be easier than in those abstract examples,
but it is not trivial at all.
Chapter 1 - Introduction 1
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This thesis contains possible methods that aim at an automated map updating process, aware
of the fact that an operator will never be completely replaced. Several detection and recon-
struction procedures were developed and tested. This makes clear that the problem of auto-
mated building updating is yet far from being solved. Exactly this heterogeneity or diffuseness
of the proposed techniques is one of the positive features of the described research. The variety
of methods and the analysis of their advantages and weaknesses can give quite a handful of
hints for other scientists how to approach the problem of automated map updating, too.

1.2 - Aims of the research

The presented work was embedded in project ATOMI (Automated reconstruction of topo-
graphic objects from aerial images using vectorised map information), a cooperation between
the Swiss Federal Office of Topography in Wabern and the Institute of Geodesy and Photo-
grammetry (IGP) at ETH Zurich. One long-term aim of the Office of Topography is to produce
a digital topographic information system representing a real landscape model and not a gen-
eralised cartographic one. Important objects are the transportation network and buildings, be-
cause they are often required in different (mostly GIS based) applications, but also for
visualisation purposes. They currently exist or are being generated in 2-D vector form by dig-
italisation of the 1:25’000 topographic maps by semi-automated procedures. This data set is
called VECTOR25.

This is the point where project ATOMI is embedded in the whole procedure (Fig. 2). Tech-
niques of photogrammetry and digital image processing/analysis have to be used to produce
the necessary data for the realisation of the 3-D landscape model of Switzerland. See [Eiden-
benz et al., 2000] for a comprehensive overview on the project.

Fig. 2: Project contribution to the 3-D landscape model of Switzerland

The main corrections that have to be applied to VECTOR25 in order to get data for the land-
scape model are updating of the current data, inversion of the generalisation and addition of the third
dimension.

The part about roads is the topic of another researcher at the Institute of Geodesy of Photo-
grammetry and will not be presented here. More details about the road part can be found e.g.
in [Zhang and Baltsavias, 2000; Zhang et al., 2000; Zhang et. al., 2001].

Analogue map Digital map VECTOR25 Corrected data 3-D landscape
(3-D) model of

Switzerland

Project ATOMI

(2-D)
2 Chapter 1 - Introduction
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In the case of buildings the following tasks were defined in the project and can as well be con-
sidered as the main questions of this thesis:

• Determination of building outlines (planimetry) with an accuracy of 1 m. The following
problems had to be solved:
• Improvement of existing vectors
• Detection and elimination of buildings which do not exist anymore
• Addition of new buildings

• To each building one representative height had to be assigned with an accuracy of 1-2 m.

The procedures should be as automated as possible. Emphasis should be put rather on a lower
number of very reliably processed buildings than on a high number that are updated with less
reliability; user interaction is allowed where necessary. This includes also manual measure-
ment of all buildings that could not be updated automatically.

The reconstructed buildings should be separated into three classes which are similar to the
three colors of a traffic light: Green are all buildings that are correctly processed with a very
high reliability; yellow are all results that might be good, but have to be checked by an opera-
tor; the red buildings are those that were automatically rejected and have to be measured man-
ually.

The level of detail should be improved in a way that outlines are represented without gener-
alisation. Small details with a length < 2 m need not to be represented.

Complete data for two test areas was provided by the Federal Office of Topography or gener-
ated at the IGP respectively. The VECTOR25 correction procedures in project ATOMI are
based on aerial color imagery (no infrared information), the so-called DHM25 (a terrain model
with 25 m rasterwidth available for the whole area of Switzerland) and all kind of information
that can be derived from this data such as digital surface models and orthophotos produced
with standard methods of digital photogrammetry, edges and various color channels. Manu-
ally measured reference data for analysis of the results and evaluation of the developed meth-
ods was acquired at the Federal Office of Topography and rearranged at the IGP.

While the aims in the project were formulated as ‘updating of VECTOR25’ and ‘determination
of one representative building height’, the aims of the research work led more generally to-
wards a possible use of the results for the updating of a 1:25’000 map.

1.3 - Hardware and Software

When starting the project, it was decided that the prototype software for building detection
and reconstruction should preferably run on a Silicon Graphics Workstation under the Irix
(Unix on SGI) operating system. The software is written in C, a common text editor was used
for source code editing. The executables were generated with a standard ANSI-C compiler.
The graphical user interface for the data handling in the prototype software was written in
Tcl/Tk.

For the automated DSM calculation three commercial systems were used: Match-T by Inpho,
DPW 770 with Socet Set by LH-Systems and VirtuoZo by Supresoft.
Chapter 1 - Introduction 3
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Image classification procedures were partially implemented in the software. Further image
processing, e.g. the principle component analysis, was done with PCIWorks by PCI Geomatics
and Idrisi by Clark Labs.

The data visualisation during the research was done mainly in ArcView by ESRI and with the
SceneViewer (an Open Inventor demonstration program), partially also on the DPW 770. Own
implementations in Matlab by The MathWorks and Microsoft Excel were used for the quanti-
tative evaluation of the results.

1.4 - Organisation of the Thesis

Chapter 1 - Introduction (this chapter) explains the motivation for this research. It also con-
tains a description of project ATOMI, in which the work presented in this thesis was embed-
ded. The practical requirements and restrictions had a significant influence on where the
research was heading and which approaches were developed and tested. There is also an over-
view on the used hard and software and how the thesis is structured.

Chapter 2 - Related work contains short descriptions of previously done work on blob and
vegetation detection and on building reconstruction. Refer to the listed publications for any de-
tails.

Chapter 3 - Test data sets shows which data was used for investigating on methods for build-
ing detection and reconstruction and for map updating. The used imagery and height models
are described and evaluated. The knowledge about the used data allows a better evaluation of
the work.

Chapter 4 - A closer look at VECTOR25: The main task in the project was the updating of an
approximate vector data set. This data set does not only have the drawback of not being actual,
but in addition it is not based on aerial images or orthophotos but on the content of the Swiss
topographic map 1:25’000. The chapter contains an analysis of VECTOR25 in respect of map
generalisation to estimate the benefit of such prior knowledge.

Chapter 5 - Vegetation detection: The detection of buildings is usually solved simultaneously
with the elimination of trees, because buildings and trees are the objects that can be detected
due to their height when analysing a normalised DSM. The proposed method, a combination
of the discrete Karhunen-Loève transformation with unsupervised K-means classification can
even compete with supervised classification approaches.

Chapter 6 - Building detection using blobs: Blob detection by application of a threshold to a
normalised DSM extended by previous elimination of vegetation allows for the detection of
buildings. In case that no terrain model is available (only DSM), a new method for blob detec-
tion with exclusive use of a digital surface model was developed.

Chapter 7 - Orthophoto-based building reconstruction was the first approach developed to
derive buildings. Information from several channels (color information, magnitude orientation
of grey value edges, normalised DSM) was used for the adaptation of location, rotation and 2
main scales by maximising score functions. One representative building height was then de-
rived from the DSM. This system includes an automated rating of the solutions to accept cor-
rectly reconstructed buildings and to reject erroneous ones without user interaction.
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Chapter 8 - Building reconstruction from main roof segments: In order to allow the determi-
nation of the roof shape in detail, a method was developed where first the roof segments rep-
resentative for the coarse building shape were determined with image classification. The 3-D
equation of each single segment was then calculated in a least squares adjustment from recon-
structed 3-D edges and DSM points as observations. Combination of the separate roof parts
and addition of walls resulted in a 3-D building representation. The method allows to deter-
mine the limits of the given data in respect to roof modelling.

Chapter 9 - Building reconstruction from blob outline and 3-d edges was developed and test-
ed with the intention to use uncomplicated, transparent data and methods and to provide a
program that is fast. In a preprocessing step, vegetation is eliminated from the DSM according
to the results of image classification. Then the approach is based on blob outlines that are de-
tected in a normalised DSM by application of a threshold. The correction of VECTOR25 ap-
proximations is done sequentially, making use of the blob shape derived from the nDSM and
of reconstructed 3-D edges.

Chapter 10 - General applicability of the procedures is an important aspect. The development
of new methods and the quality of the results are always correlated with the data set that was
used during the research. A certain ‘tuning’ to the data set is hard to avoid. Therefore the de-
veloped methods were tested on other data to evaluate their advantages and disadvantages.

Chapter 11 - Final conclusions and outlook: The automated reconstruction of buildings for
map updating is far from being trivial. This chapter contains a summary of the complete re-
search and how the achieved results could be used for automated map updating. Some final
conclusions are drawn, followed by a brief outlook on possible continuation.
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Chapter 2

Related work
____________________________________________________________________________________________

There has always been a need for actual map data. Building and road construction work result
in a constant change of our environment, and the map content should be regularly adapted to
those changes. By now the updating process was done manually. With the capabilities of com-
puters rapidly increasing, also research in the fields of digital photogrammetry, image process-
ing and computer vision is quickly going ahead. A large number of building detection and
reconstruction methods has been developed. With reliable building reconstruction results it
should be possible to automate map updating to a wide extent.

An approach for automated map updating requires several main tasks to be solved. The ap-
proximate location of existing buildings is given by the vector data set that has to be updated.
But there is usually a number of new buildings that are not yet contained. Thus for a complete
updating process new buildings have to be detected. This can be done by use of height infor-
mation, because buildings usually represent a local maximum in the digital surface model of
the processed region (see ’2.1 - Blob detection’ on page 8). But besides buildings also trees are
objects that represent local maxima in the DSM, thus a method has to be used to separate man-
made objects from vegetation objects (’2.2 - Vegetation detection’ on page 9). For automated
building detection, the two steps of separating high from low objects and of separating man-
made from vegetation objects are both necessary. Sometimes they are even combined as e.g.
by [Braun, 1999]. He uses RGB ortho-imagery and a normalised DSM as additional image
channel in an unsupervised classification procedure for the detection of buildings.

After knowing the positions of existing buildings either from the vector data set that has to be
updated or from building detection, the next step for map updating is a 2-D reconstruction in
object space. In the case of project ATOMI also the third dimension has to be determined, thus
an approach for coarse 3-D building reconstruction is required. There is a large number of au-
tomated building reconstruction methods known (’2.3 - Building reconstruction’ on page 12).

Despite the large number of interesting and powerful methods, there were only a few ideas
and approaches that could be adapted for use in project ATOMI and this research. Some sci-
entists use ground plans for the building outline, but they use the outline ‘as is’ and model only
the roof. Others use 4- up to 6-fold image overlap, while the aim of this project was to use ste-
reo. Also the image scales used by other researchers are generally much larger than what was
specified for ATOMI. For the building detection part and the separation of man-made objects
from vegetation it is common to use either infrared imagery or very dense laser DSMs.

But there are some publications that had a major influence on the procedures that were devel-
oped and implemented during this research:
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• The basic idea of moving a mask on a rectangular grid around the approximate building
location and to determine the solution with the highest score is taken from [Streilein, 1997].
He used a normalised DSM and greyvalue gradients of the orthophoto as input data. The
orthophoto-based building reconstruction approach presented in this thesis extends that
method by use of radiometric information from alternative color channels (CIELAB color
space1, arithmetic combination of the green and red channel). In addition also the orienta-
tion and size of the building is corrected. For rotation correction greyvalue gradients (mag-
nitude and orientation) are used.

• A building detection approach using multiple height bins was described by [Baltsavias et
al., 1995]. From those height bins which were assumed to be always closed they extracted
the buildings. They did not describe the extraction procedure in detail.

• The variance of surface normals as indicator for crease edges was used e.g. by [Weidner,
1997]. This knowledge influenced the approach described in ’9.2.5 - Height determination’
on page 100. By use of the directions and standard deviations of height value gradients,
roof hypotheses are tested and either accepted or rejected.

• Color spaces alternative to RGB were utilised by [Henricsson, 1996]. He used the channels
of HSI (hue, saturation, intensity) and the CIELAB color space for the grouping of roof
edges. Arithmetic combinations of the RGB channels were used and tested by [Sibiryakov,
1996], but without providing a conclusion about their usefulness.

2.1 - Blob detection

The use of DSMs for blob detection is for example described in [Baltsavias et al., 1995] or
[Weidner & Förstner, 1995]. First the morphological operation opening [Kilian et al., 1996; Mor-
gan & Tempfli, 2000] is applied to the DSM to derive the terrain. Then the difference between
DSM and DTM is calculated, resulting in a normalised DSM. By application of a threshold to
this new height model according to the expected building height range for the scene, the indi-
vidual peaks can be determined. The use of a threshold in the normalised DSM is by far the
most common procedure for the detection of buildings or generally for objects above ground.
While h = 0 m would be the threshold in the optimal case, in reality it is chosen higher in order
to reduce the influence of noise in the normalised DSM.

The problem of the morphological opening is to choose the proper size of the structuring ele-
ment. A possible solution is given by [Schiewe, 2000] who proposes a method called compress-
ing opening. The method does not require a given size of the structural element. The
morphological opening is applied from the top with a very small and from the bottom with a
very large structural element. The compressing opening is continued until the element sizes
are equal. The determination of objects above ground is done in the nDSM using a threshold
of 2.0 m.

An alternative method to DSM normalisation was proposed in [Baltsavias et al., 1995]. It is
based on the use of multiple height bins (MHB). In the MHB method the DSM heights are
grouped into consecutive bins (height ranges) of a certain size. This results in a segmentation
of the nDSM in relatively few regions that are always closed and are easy to extract. The meth-
od is applied hierarchically whereby the large bins are used to detect possible buildings, and

1. Cube root color coordinate system of the International Commission on Illumination (CIE =
Commission Internationale de l’Eclairage)
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the small ones to verify and refine the coarse detection, find the approximate building model
and separate buildings that are close to each other. The method was tested using the Avenches
data set1 with an image scale of 1:5’000.

The calculation of a DTM from a DSM created by image matching is also described in [Jacobsen &
Passini, 2001] where an automatic method using linear prediction2 has been applied. It is based
on the dependency of one point in relation to the neighboured points described by the covari-
ance function.

2.2 - Vegetation detection

The detection of objects above ground alone does not allow to locate buildings. Vegetation
(trees, bushes etc.) are included in a photogrammetrically derived DSM, too. There have been
various approaches to separate man-made objects from vegetation, based on different input
data such as laser data, infrared imagery or color imagery.

2.2.1 - Vegetation detection from laser data

The use of the first and the last echo of the laser pulse (pulsed laser systems only) allows the
detection of vegetation regions [Steinle & Vögtle, 2000]. As the laser pulse reflected by an object
does not correspond to a point without dimension but to a small region, there is a first echo
reflected back to the laser device which is caused by buildings, ground and trees. But a part of
the laser beam penetrates the foliage and is reflected by the ground. This results in the last echo
which contains buildings and ground, their first and last pulse are actually identical. Tree re-
gions are not included in a last pulse DSM.

Fig. 3: Potential of a first and last pulse laser system for vegetation detection;
a) first pulse DSM, b) last pulse DSM [Steinle & Vögtle, 2000]

The regions with a significant height difference between first and last pulse DSM can be iden-
tified as vegetation regions.

1. Test data Avenches/Switzerland: The dataset was distributed to provide a common basis for
comparison and evaluation of image understanding techniques dealing with the topics of the
Ascona Workshops 1995 and 1997. The data set can be downloaded from the Vision List Archive
(accessible via anonymous FTP to ftp.vislist.com, directory imagery/pterrain) or from the serv-
er of the Group of Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing at ETH Zurich (accessible via anony-
mous FTP to igpho.ethz.ch, directory pub/avenches).

2. Also known as linear least squares interpolation

a b
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The use of reflectance-based identification is described in [Hug, 1997]. For every individual ob-
ject the mean reflectance is calculated. As natural objects (vegetation) reflect the laser radiation
at a rate of about 50% while most roof materials reflect at around 30%, a discrimination level
of approximately 40% can be used to separate man-made objects from vegetation. However,
there are cases when this approach fails. Red roofing materials, seasonal factors reducing the
vegetational reflectance or snow coverage lower the success rate of the described method.

Clues derived from the height information (mainly the roughness of the surface) are another
possibility to determine vegetation regions. [Weidner, 1997] proposes the variance of surface
normals as indicator for crease edges. Binarisation, morphology operators to close the areas
and size evaluation complete the detection of vegetation. Similar approaches are shown in
[Hug, 1997] where the local variance of the surface gradient is used or by [Schiewe, 2000] who
applies the number of slope gradients that are higher than a certain threshold (e.g. 50°). In the
same publication an approach is presented where the directional distribution of the surface
gradient is used. Roofs of buildings are characterised with one or two maxima, while vegeta-
tion shows a random distribution of gradient directions. It is obvious that such a procedure re-
quires a very precise DSM.

An approach using texture measures applied to height data is the one described in [Maas,
1999a]. The measures calculated in a window around a pixel are e.g. data range, variance, edg-
es from Sobel operator and slope. Then the calculated derivatives are used in a supervised
maximum-likelihood classification followed by morphological filtering and connected compo-
nent labelling. Disadvantageous are the high requirements on the elevation data which has to
be very dense and accurate.

[Oude Elberink & Maas, 2000] describe the use of anisotropic height texture such as the co-
occurrence matrix and contrast texture measures in laser scanner data used for unsupervised
classification. This method allows to remove the vegetation, followed by the building detec-
tion. Among others they mention the high potential of using a laser with first and last pulse
measurements and the resulting simplification of the building detection problem.

2.2.2 - Vegetation detection from color infrared imagery

The most common method to detect vegetation is the one used by the remote sensing commu-
nity. While color film is sensitive to wavelengths between 400 nm and 700 nm, infrared or color
infrared film is also sensitive to wavelengths > 700 nm. The infrared radiation - which is not
visible for the human eye - contributes to the process of the image development as well [Scott &
Bewley, 1997].

The resulting image is remapped back into the visual spectrum that we can see, creating a
pseudo colored image (Fig. 4). This causes the invisible near-infrared information in color in-
frared imagery to appear red. The vegetation’s high emission of light with a wavelength be-
tween 700 nm and 900 nm simplifies the determination of trees and bushes. Infrared
information is therefore suitable for the distinction of vegetation or water areas [Albertz, 1991].
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Fig. 4: Remapping of color infrared information to the visual spectrum

An approach that profits from infrared information is presented in [Haala & Walter, 1999]
where color infrared imagery is used for supervised maximum-likelihood classification. The
training areas are digitised manually. [Vögtle & Steinle, 2000; Schiewe, 2000; Hahn & Stätter,
1998] propose the Normalised Difference Vegetation Index NDVI [Rouse et al., 1973], a com-
bination of the red and the infrared channel, for the elimination of vegetation regions.

where
NDVI Normalised Difference Vegetation Index
IR Pixel value of the infrared channel
R Pixel value of the red channel

The advantage of the NDVI is that it is hardly affected by seasonally changing appearance of
the plants in the data set [Vögtle & Steinle, 2000], at least as far as color is concerned. Undis-
cussed remains the question of trees that lost their leaves (autumn, winter).

2.2.3 - Vegetation detection from color imagery

The detection of vegetation regions without infrared information is much more difficult and
has not yet been properly solved. [Sibiryakov, 1996] did some tests and proposed to use a*
(redness-greenness) and b* (blueness-yellowness) of the CIELAB color space [Pratt, 1991]. He
also described some linear combinations of the red, green and blue channel of RGB, but there
was no conclusive statement about a reliable solution given.

The orthophoto-based classification approach of [Braun, 1999] uses the arithmetic combination
(G - R) / (G + R) as one channel. The other input channel for the unsupervised K-means clas-
sification is a texture channel derived from the orthophoto by accumulating the number of
edge pixels in each pixel neighbourhood.

2.2.4 - Vegetation detection from imagery without use of color

An approach that can be applied to grey scale images is the one by [Baltsavias et al., 1995]. A
histogram of the gradient orientation in the range [0°, 180°] at all pixels belonging to strong
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gradients in an image region associated with a DSM blob is computed. Histograms belonging
to building blobs will contain significant peaks 90° apart (for regularly shaped buildings), with
additional peaks being detected for more angular buildings. On the contrary, histograms be-
longing to trees are flat.

Additional classification cues that can be used to distinguish buildings from trees and other 3-D
objects include the number of long straight lines, texture, color including infrared for vegeta-
tion segmentation, motion and context.

2.3 - Building reconstruction

The reconstruction of buildings is a task of major concern nowadays, and a rich variety of ap-
proaches was proposed in recent years. A quite complete overview is given in the books of the
Ascona Workshops1 [Grün et al., 1995; Grün et al., 1997; Baltsavias et al., 2001] and the SMATI2

book [Förstner & Plümer, 1997].

A classification or subdivision of methods for building reconstruction could be done in differ-
ent ways [Wiman, 1997]:

• Degree of automation: fully automatic, semi-automatic, interactive
• Input data: single image, stereo pair, multiple images, black and white or color imagery,

image scale, digital surface model, laser scanner data, map information, orientation and
calibration data

• Object model: fixed, parametric, prismatic, generic
• Modelling domain: image or object domain
• Image features: points, edges, lines, regions
• Matching technique: area based, feature based, classical least squares, relational
• Shape from: stereo, texture, shading
• A priori knowledge: none, building location, map vectors, cadastral plan
• Output data: wire frames, roof planes, volumes, geometric and/or semantic description,

complete or fragmented scene description, buildings as objects

The variety and quantity of research on the topic buildings does not allow to give a complete
overview and detailed explanations in this thesis. Nevertheless a number of publications shall
be listed.

Very informative overviews on automated and semi-automated building reconstruction are
given by [Lang, 1999; Brenner, 2000; Ameri, 2000].

Single image analysis as in [Nevatia et al., 1997] only allows the reconstruction of very regular
and simple building shapes, while in [Braun, 1994] the inverse perspective is used in combina-
tion with knowledge about the reconstructed object [Rady, 1984].

1. Workshops on Automatic Extraction of Man-Made Objects from Aerial and Space Images,
Ascona/Switzerland in 1995, 1997 and 2001

2. SMATI = Semantic Modelling for the Acquisition of Topographic Information from Images
and Maps
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Reconstruction of buildings with a laser DSM as exclusive source of information was described
by various authors. [Weidner, 1997] applies a homogeneity criterion to roof surface normals in
order to separate the roof segments. Roof plane reconstruction is then done by the least squares
method. The determination of parametric building models from invariant moments of air-
borne laserscanner data is proposed by [Maas, 1999b]. [Vosselman, 1999] relies on high density
height data and describes the determination of planar faces for building modelling.

[Haala & Brenner, 1997; Brenner, 2000; Stilla et al., 2000] presented the combined use of 2-D
data from cadastral maps and precise elevation data from a laser DSM. The building outlines
are used ‘as is’. Then various approaches are applied to derive the roof model. [Suveg & Vos-
selman, 2000] use 2-D GIS data as approximation for the reconstruction procedure. This data
is improved by matching of corner points and line segments. The best fitting building model
is then determined in a search tree algorithm.

Some systems are based on a small set of parametric models of buildings, thus horizontal
[Lammi, 1997; Nevatia et al., 1997] and gable roofs with rectangular footprints [Haala & Hahn,
1995] can be reconstructed.

Approaches with multiple imagery are described in detail in [Henricsson, 1996; Fischer, 1999;
Lang, 1999; Baillard et al., 1999; Brunn, 2000; Ameri, 2000]. They strongly rely on redundancy
which is achieved by use of 4 up to 6 images of the reconstructed building and a large image
scale for preserving object details. A conceptual framework for automated building detection
analysing multiple cue data is described in [Zimmermann, 2000].

Examples for semi-automated building reconstruction are the system of the Institute of Photo-
grammetry at the University of Bonn [Gülch et al., 1999], the work of [Dan, 1996] and the Cy-
berCity Modeler [Grün & Wang, 1998; Wang & Grün, 2000].
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Chapter 3

Test data sets
____________________________________________________________________________________________

This chapter provides detailed information about the data that was used for the research. The
imagery and height models are described and evaluated. Knowledge about the characteristics
of the data is important for a well-based interpretation of the developed methods and the
achieved results.

3.1 - Imagery

The images used for developing and testing the building detection and reconstruction meth-
ods were acquired with the aerial camera system RC30 by LH Systems. The focal length for the
two mainly used test regions was 303.81 mm. With increasing image radius the occlusions -
especially in urban regions - are a major problem. By using a normal angle lens, this effect can
be minimised as good as possible.

The analogue images were scanned at the Swiss Federal Office of Topography with a Zeiss
SCAI. It is a flatbed scanner with stationary stage and moving sensor, optics and illumination
that can scan color in one pass. The sensor is a trilinear color CCD with 8640 elements, but only
the central 5632 are used. Films are scanned combwise in swaths (for an aerial image 6 swaths
are needed). The specified geometric accuracy (standard deviation) is better than 2 µm, the ra-
diometric accuracy is 1.5 grey values [Baltsavias & Käser, 1998b].

Previously it was planned that during the research an analysis will be done on some specific
parameters of the used imagery in order to determine minimal requirements. The following
questions should be answered:

• Is an image scale of 1:15’000 really necessary or is 1:30’000 also sufficient?
• Are color images needed or can the task be solved with greyscale imagery?
• What focal length is suitable?
• Is a scan resolution of 28 µm detailed enough or is it necessary to scan with 14 µm?

From tests and experiments with the Langnau data it came clear that the 1:30’000 image scale
even with 14 µm pixel size is too small to allow a precise detection or a reconstruction of the
building shape. Also for the DSM calculation it is not sufficient. With an image scale of 1:15’000
the DSM results of the 14 µm and 28 µm images were almost of the same quality. But for ap-
proaches making use of edges, the 28 µm images were not detailed enough.
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A detection or reconstruction only from grey scale imagery was not tested. The height infor-
mation in the calculated DSM is not of such quality that the separation of man-made objects
from vegetation could be done on base of height values, thus color imagery is required.

Finally four data sets have been used during this research. The villages Hedingen and Horgen
are both located in the hilly countryside south of Zurich. In the Hedingen data which was used
during software development, most of the buildings are single standing. Horgen was used for
verification and testing of the developed methods. In its town centre also a large number of
connected buildings occur.

The data set of Langnau (in the canton of Bern) was planned to be used for a performance anal-
ysis of the developed methods under more difficult conditions, mainly a smaller image scale
(1:30’000) which also influences the quality of the calculated DSM used for detection and re-
construction. As the calculated DSM from the Langnau data was not accurate and detailed
enough, the images were only used for testing the vegetation detection methods.

Also for evaluation of the vegetation detection served the Höngg data set1. It is provided by
the Institute of Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing at ETH Zurich and freely available for
scientific purposes.

The main characteristics of the used imagery relevant for the research can be summarised as
follows:

Tab. 1: Test imagery; for images of the test regions at full size see appendix

The widespread opinion that almost all roofs in Switzerland are red or reddish is not correct.
There is quite a number of other colors as shown in Fig. 5. All three examples were found in
the village of Hedingen. The fact that roof colors vary to such an extent has a major influence
on the detection and reconstruction methods that have to be developed, requiring very general
and adaptive approaches.

1. Test data Höngg/Switzerland serves as a common basis for comparison and evaluation of
image understanding techniques and is freely available on the server of the Group of Photo-
grammetry and Remote Sensing at ETH Zurich (http://www.photogrammetry.ethz.ch/re-
search/AMOBE/dataset.html)

Hedingen Horgen Langnau Höngg
Abbreviation HE HO LA HG
Number of used images 2 2 3 1
Number of channels 3 (RGB) 3 (RGB) 3 (RGB) 3 (RGB)
Overlap 65% 65% 80% -
Mean flight height above ground 4850 m 4850 m 4800 m 1050 m
Terrain height 480 - 550 m 410 - 630 m 670 - 700 m 450 - 500 m
Image scale ~1:15’800 ~1:15’800 ~1:30’000 ~1:5’000
Image resolution 14 µm 14 µm 14 µm 14 µm
Ground pixel size ~0.22 m ~0.22 m ~0.44 m ~0.07 m
Digital surface model rasterwidth 1.0 m 1.0 m 1.0 m -
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Fig. 5: Wide variety of roof colors in Switzerland (data set Hedingen)

It has also to be checked very carefully if the images were correctly scanned. An example is giv-
en by the two images in Fig. 6 which were finally not used in the project due to the scanning
error in the right image. An occurring channel misregistration causes a shift between the single
color channels along the scan direction. If such an error is observed, the images should in no
case be used for image based building detection or reconstruction, as obviously also other color
channels derived from RGB are strongly affected. A rescan of the imagery is necessary.

Fig. 6: The scanned imagery has to be checked very carefully;
a) correctly scanned left image (28 µm pixel size) and the resulting a* channel,

b) right image with color channel misregistration and erroneous a* channel

Another effect that was observed is shown in Fig. 7. The red channel of the object has a value
of 255. During the read out process of the pixels, the potential wells seem to be not completely
emptied. This results in a smear-like artifact on the right of the white plane. The more white
pixels were read out the longer the erroneous value of 255 occurs in the red channel.

Fig. 7: Artifacts caused by erroneous sensor readout

The results of a detection and reconstruction procedure obviously depend on the quality of the
used images. Therefore it is very important that the used scanner is correctly calibrated. More-

a b
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over, the scanned images have to be checked carefully to find out if they can be used or have
to be scanned again.

3.2 - The terrain model DHM25

The DHM25 of the Swiss Federal Office of Topography represents the topography of the whole
area of Switzerland with a rasterwidth of 25 m. The DHM25 is derived from the contour lines
of the National Map 1:25’000. The average accuracy according to the Federal Office of Topog-
raphy reaches up to 1.5 m for the Swiss Plateau and the Jura Mountains, 2 m for the Pre-Alps
and the Ticino, and 3 m for the Alps [Bundesamt für Landestopographie, 2001]. In some moun-
tainous areas the error amounts to 8 m.

DHM25 is available for the whole area of Switzerland and was used in the described research
and for project ATOMI. Blob- or building detection methods that require a normalised DSM
(e.g. use of a threshold in the nDSM) can be used without previous calculation of the terrain
from the surface model.

The availability of DHM25 is a big advantage, because the calculation of the terrain model
from a DSM is not trivial. Apart from other methods for the normalisation task [Shi & Shiba-
saki, 1996] the most widely cited is based on mathematical greyscale morphology [Weidner &
Förstner, 1995]. The disadvantage of the method is that the size and shape of the structural ele-
ment for the morphological opening have to be chosen properly which is impossible for the big
size variety of blobs (buildings and trees) that occur in a surface model. A solution for the
choice of the size is presented in [Schiewe, 2000], whereas a solution for changing shapes has
not yet been developed.

The use of a terrain model may lead to problems if there is a systematic error (shift in z, bias in
one of the height models) in the normalised DSM calculated from the surface model and the
terrain model. Due to such errors some objects above ground might appear in the normalised
DSM to be close to the ground. Therefore they cannot be detected.

Under the assumption of a 2 m error in a certain area and aware of the fact that also the used
DSM is not error-free, the detection of buildings in the nDSM with a threshold might not pro-
duce sufficient results. A quality assessment of the used data which also includes an analysis
of DHM25 is a must (’3.5 - Analysis of the height models’ on page 19).

A new blob detection method presented in this thesis and in [Niederöst, 2000a] works with ex-
clusive use of the DSM to avoid the calculation of the terrain by the methods described above.
The detection from the DSM (without DTM) also eliminates the problem of possible systematic
errors in the used terrain model.

3.3 - Digital surface models

Buildings are objects that generally are higher than the surrounding terrain. Therefore DSMs
represent a very useful source of information for building extraction. They can be employed to
automatically detect buildings as blobs and to provide approximations for later building re-
construction or the updating of vector data.
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Several digital photogrammetric stations (Match-T by Inpho, DPW 770 with Socet Set by LH-
Systems, VirtuoZo by Supresoft) were used during this research to calculate DSMs of the
Hedingen, Horgen and Langnau test area from stereo images (see Tab. 1). The aim was to pro-
duce DSMs with a rasterwidth of 1 m. With the given ground pixel size this is a challenge.
Match-T more than once crashed because it could not detect enough points of interest per im-
age region. The surface models of Hedingen and Horgen (DPW 770, patch size of 15 x 15 pixel)
where finally used for building detection and reconstruction. Langnau was discarded because
of the bad DSM quality due to the small image scale.

The results of Match-T, DPW 770 and VirtuoZo were all of similar quality, and an evaluation
of automated DSM calculation would go beyond this research. A comparison of several prod-
ucts for automated DSM generation can be found e.g. in [Käser et al., 1998; Baltsavias & Käser,
1998a; Grün et al., 2000]. For a general overview on digital photogrammetric stations please re-
fer to [Petrie & Walker, 2000].

3.4 - Normalised digital surface models

With the DHM25 from the Swiss Federal Office of Topography already being available, it was
an obvious step to combine the DSM and the DTM to calculate a normalised DSM.

Fig. 8: Normalised DSM as result of the subtraction ‘surface minus terrain height’;
The grey regions are objects above ground after use of threshold 2.5 m.

The application of an empirically determined threshold to the nDSM allows to separate the re-
gions above ground from those with little height.

3.5 - Analysis of the height models

Base data used for the production of DHM25 at the Swiss Federal Office of Topography were
the contour lines of the 1:25’000 map. These contour lines where digitised semi-automatically,
and a grid with a rasterwidth of 25 m was interpolated.

DSM

DTM

Threshold 2.5 m
nDSM
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There are several reasons, why a terrain model produced in such a way cannot correspond ex-
actly to the real topography:

• Heights of the contour lines of the 1:25’000 map served as raw data:
The contour lines represent the terrain how it was reproduced in the map by the responsi-
ble cartographer. The correctness had sometimes to be neglected for the benefit of better
graphical representation.

• The grid was calculated by interpolation:
The DHM25 is a regular grid. After interpolation not all topographic details (e.g. break
lines) are preserved.

• The grid width is 25 m:
Terrain features which are smaller than the grid width are not contained (Fig. 9). If an
object lies inside a mesh with big difference of DHM25 and DSM, problems might occur in
the applied procedures. A low building for example is not visible in the nDSM if the more
detailed DSM is too low and therefore the height difference between DSM and DTM would
be too small or even negative.

Fig. 9: Loss of detail due to increased rasterwidth

A further important point to be considered is the DSM that is compared with the DHM25. The
surface model used in the data set Hedingen was derived from a single stereo model with 6
unsignalised control points (measured with GPS). The orientation of such a model is good
enough in terms of reliability. Nevertheless the combined use of DHM25 and a DSM has to be
analysed.

A qualitative comparison of the two terrain models (data set Hedingen) can be done by anal-
ysis of some profiles in x- or y-direction respectively. Profiles were calculated along the x- and
y-axis with a distance of 50 m. From those, two profiles along the x-axis (profiles 2 and 4) and
two along the y-axis (profiles 1 and 3) were chosen to visualise the differences between DSM
and DHM25 (see Fig. 10, Fig. 11 and Fig. 12).

While the two height models differ at the location of elements above ground, points on the ter-
rain should theoretically have the same height value in the DSM and DHM25 (Fig. 11). An
analysis of the profiles shows that the mean difference between the two height models for
ground points is about ±2 m which corresponds to the specifications of the mean error of
DHM25 published by the Swiss Federal Institute of Topography [Bundesamt für Landestopog-
raphie, 2001].
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Fig. 10: Normalised DSM and profiles for comparison of DSM and DHM25

Fig. 11: Comparison of DHM25 and DSM (Profiles 1 and 2)

Fig. 12: Inaccuracy of DHM25 due to large grid width or errors (Profiles 3 and 4)

Profile 1 Profile 3

Profile 4

Profile 2

DSM

DHM25

DSM

DHM25

Profile 1 Profile 2

DSM blunder

erroneous DHM25erroneous DHM25

DSM

DSM

Profile 3 Profile 4
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Some bigger errors occurred due to the grid width of DHM25 (Fig. 12). One single erroneous
height value in DHM25 influences an area of approximately 50 m x 50 m. It has much more
negative influence than an error in the surface model. In the two examples the height error is
almost 5 m. This causes that a usual one family house would disappear in a normalised DSM
or be very hard to distinguish.

A possible trend in the nDSM due to orientation errors was estimated by analysis of the nor-
malised surface model. For this purpose a manually set threshold was applied to the norma-
lised DSM to produce a mask containing all values that are significantly above ground
(threshold: 1 m). Dilation was used to slightly enlarge those regions above ground, allowing
to exclude also the height values adjacent to the high regions (Fig. 13). The nDSM was now
masked, keeping only those values that are supposed to belong to the ground and with a z-val-
ue in the interval [-1, 1]. This restriction serves to exclude gross errors. Theoretically the nDSM
height at all those points should be 0 m.

Fig. 13: Normalised DSM and mask to eliminate non-ground values (black)

For the determination of a possible bias in the nDSM, all height values not excluded by the pre-
viously described mask were used to calculate a plane by least squares adjustment. The func-
tional model of a plane was chosen because theoretically the nDSM should correspond to a
horizontal plane with z = 0 m.

The plane is described by the function

where
Xi, Yi Planar coordinates
Zi Observed height at coordinates Xi, Yi
a Bias in x-direction
b Bias in y-direction
c Height at the intersection of the plane with the z-axis

Zi nDSM( ) a= X i b Y i c+⋅+⋅ (3.1)
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The least squares solution in matrix notation is now

where
A Matrix with coefficients of the linearised equation system (design matrix)
P Matrix with weights of observations
F Observation vector minus calculated values from previous solution
X Vector with estimated parameters of the function
V Residual vector

Estimation of the plane with 76’996 points (σ = 0.51) resulted in a bias in x-direction of -0.00006.
This corresponds to a height difference of 0.03 m along the width of 500 m of the test area in
Hedingen (5.7 cm/km). For the y-direction, the bias was 0.00021. For a distance of 440 m this
resulted in a height difference of 0.09 m (21 cm/km). In the presented applications, those errors
can be neglected.

The mean nDSM height turned out to be 0.164 m. While in the theoretical case this value
should amount to zero, in real data this value is usually slightly higher due to the fact that the
DSM used for calculation of the systematic errors still contained small objects that are less than
1 m above ground.

Compared to the specifications of the Swiss Federal Institute of Topography which indicate an
accuracy of DHM25 of 2 m for non-mountainous areas, the calculated systematic errors can be
considered as not significant. As far as biases and offset between the DSM and DHM25 are con-
cerned, a combined use of the two height models of data set Hedingen is reasonable.

Fig. 14: Normalised DSM (DSM-DHM25) with height classes and
the same area in the orthophoto for comparison

More critical are the local differences. For the analysis the nDSM was divided to several height
classes and then visualised (Fig. 14). All values which are higher than 3 m are considered to be
detectable due to their height above ground. In this class we find buildings as well as vegeta-

X A
T
P A⋅ ⋅( )

1–
A
T
P F⋅ ⋅( )⋅=

V A X⋅ F–=
(3.2)

2 to 3 m -1 to 2 m -2 to -1 m < -2 m> 3 m
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tion. The separation of objects above ground into those two classes has to be done by vegeta-
tion detection. A possible solution is described in Chapter 5 ’Vegetation detection’ on page 39.

Problematic are the values smaller than -1 m which have a major influence on detection and
reconstruction methods. Some elements that - in reality - are above ground cannot be distin-
guished in the nDSM from the surroundings on the base of height values. This is mostly caused
by the large grid width of DHM25 where small topographical details are not included. Further
DHM25 bases on contour lines of the 1:25’000 map which was produced also with regard to
cartographic aspects. And finally also the DSM which was calculated automatically on a digital
photogrammetric station (without manual editing) contains errors.

Possible erroneous regions in the normalised DSM as described above and shown in figure 14
indicate that preferably the objects above ground should be detected without use of a terrain
model. Such a method is described in ’6.3 - Building detection using height bins’ on page 58.

By using the DHM25 the calculation of the terrain from a surface model can be avoided. In
most regions of the test areas the quality of the DHM25 in combination with a photogrammet-
rically derived DSM was sufficient. But the use of more accurate terrain data certainly bears
some potential for an improvement of the detection and reconstruction results.
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Chapter 4

A closer look at VECTOR25
____________________________________________________________________________________________

A city, a town or any landscape undergoes a constant change. Sometimes the reasons are of
natural sort (thunderstorms, flood, fire, landslide or avalanches), but the most changes are
caused by humans. The content of a map shows the state at one particular moment in time and
thus - for obvious reasons - differs more and more from reality, the older the map gets.

Fig. 15: Comparison of current state (left) and map content (right)

VECTOR25 is generated semi-automatically using pixel maps as background (scanned nation-
al map 1:25’000, see Fig. 15). Based on maps with a scale of 1:25’000, the major characteristics
of the data set (accuracy: 3-8 m) are defined by the fact that it is a generalised data set which is
not actual anymore. Buildings from VECTOR25 are used as approximate data for the building
reconstruction. Therefore it is necessary to have a closer look at this data.

The cartographic description of an object in general contains the geometrical, the semantic and
the temporal component [Hake & Grünreich, 1994]. While the temporal component contains
the grade of actuality, the geometrical and the semantic component are related to the general-
isation.

4.1 - Grade of actuality

Not only the generalisation has an influence on the map content. Already the fact that a map
just can show what is contained in the data the map is based on is an important aspect. The
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data - aerial images, field sketches and so on - is acquired at one or several points of time, but
when the map finally is ready for production, reality already has changed. The effects caused
by humans and nature are manifold, in case of buildings they can be retrenched to new build-
ings, buildings that were reconstructed and buildings that do not exist anymore.

4.2 - Cartographic generalisation - the principles

In every map the objects and the shape of the earth’s surface appear in a simplified represen-
tation. This effect is caused by the generalisation. Thus for a better understanding of the con-
tent of VECTOR25 it is interesting to have a look at the generalisation procedure for map
production which is equal to a simplification to a reduced level of detail.

In the process of map compilation, the information content or meaning of the map is consid-
ered simultaneously with the graphic presentation of the information. Graphic design criteria
such as ‘uniformity of the black-white ratio’ are considered at the same time as ‘complete rep-
resentation of major highways’. The decisions which define the content and graphic design of
the map are governed by the purpose of the map and by established mapping standards and
conventions [Morehouse, 1995].

Fig. 16: Degrees of generalisation at different map scales [SGK, 1977; Morehouse, 1995]

Scale is a central aspect in the traditional cartographic process. Figure 16 illustrates the map
representation of an urban area in different scales. This series of graphics shows that the goal
of the map-oriented generalisation process is to provide the map reader with the correct im-
pression of the urban structure and to provide a consistent visual look at different scales. The
map scale, like other design choices, is governed by the map purpose. However, scale controls
many other design decisions because it will determine minimum symbol sizes, density of sym-
bols on the map, and so on. These include decisions about both the information content and
the graphic presentation of the map (Fig. 17).

Fig. 17: Map compilation process [Morehouse, 1995]

Source
information Map

Map purpose

Scale

Content
decisions

Presentation
decisions
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The principal decision is to find an optimum balance between readability and geometrical cor-
rectness [Hake & Grünreich, 1994]. The generalisation process is guided by rules and thresh-
olds that have been chosen in order to allow an optimal representation. The visual and
graphical aspects are given a high priority, while the geometrical and semantic correctness
sometimes have to be neglected.

Some of the techniques to achieve an optimal graphic presentation are:

• Preserve the correct proportions between widths of streets and sizes of buildings
• Maintain a constant black-white ratio
• Delete streets, but indicate their contribution to the urban structure by using rows of

houses
• Represent houses along main streets as truly as possible

When considering these guidelines it is clear that, at some point, buildings stop to be indepen-
dent geographic features and became signs used to communicate urban structure.

The rules for generalisation of buildings are still not following strict guidelines, and the com-
parison of the results produced by several cartographers emphasises this statement. Already
for simple building shapes the results are significantly different (Fig. 18).

Fig. 18: Comparison of building generalisation results by different persons [Spiess, 1990]

To allow a better understanding of the reasons why houses in VECTOR25 just in rare cases cor-
respond to reality, some of the rules that are used for building generalisation are listed below:

• Obvious size differences should be preserved
• Regular and not regular rows of buildings should be possible to distinguish
• Buildings not located directly on the roadside should be distinguished from buildings

located on the roadside
• Different shape or orientation of one building in a group of other buildings with the same

size or orientation should be visible
• Shapes that are smaller than the minimum dimensions are not preserved (Fig. 19)

Fig. 19: Minimum dimensions [Spiess, 1990]
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• Significant shapes are - if necessary - enlarged to the minimum dimension
• When omitting objects due to scale change, the original character should not be changed in

its essentials (Fig. 20)

Fig. 20: Decrease of the number of objects [SGK, 1977]

• The measured area of the simplified outline should remain roughly the same as the area of
the original (Fig. 21)

Fig. 21: Preservation of the area [SGK, 1977]

• The general shape should be maintained (Fig. 22)

Fig. 22: Preservation of general shape [SGK, 1977]

• Other objects like roads interfere with the buildings and an optimal distribution has to be
chosen on cost of the accuracy (Fig. 23)

Incorrect Correct

Two houses become one house

Three houses become two houses

Squares should not be converted
to rectangles

Exception:
At a road junction the object is
moved to the street corner
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Fig. 23: Interference between buildings and roads [SGK, 1977]

Those are just a few examples to illustrate the complexity of the generalisation procedure.
There is a wide variety of rules, and not all of them are clearly defined how to be used. From
such reasons it is obvious that generalisation has a big influence on the VECTOR25 data.

For more detailed information on cartographic generalisation see [Müller et al., 1995; Hake and
Grünreich, 1994; SGK, 1977; Spiess, 1990].

4.3 - Qualitative analysis of VECTOR25

The VECTOR25 data set is digitised by semi-automated procedures from the scanned 1:25’000
map. The major effects of generalisation and of a map being a snapshot at a certain point of
time should not be underrated when using VECTOR25 as approximate data. There are the fol-
lowing main differences of the vector data set compared to reality:

• Location:
The position of a building was changed due to generalisation rules e.g. for decreasing
numbers of objects (Fig. 20) or interference with a close road (Fig. 23).

• Orientation:
The orientation of a building was changed for better interpretability.

• Shape (level of detail):
The shape of a building was changed due to generalisation rules, mainly because of the
minimum dimensions (Fig. 19).

• Combination of several buildings:
Two or several buildings where represented as one object (minimum dimensions and dis-
tances, main character of a built-up area etc.).

Original outline

Generalised:
The character of the build-up
area is maintained

Not readable:
Houses fuse with road, giving
a wrong impression of outlines

Too much space:
Distance between two rows of
houses too large
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• 2-dimensional:
The VECTOR25 data is digitised from the 1:25’000 map and thus contains no third dimen-
sion.

• Actuality (new buildings and buildings that do not exist anymore):
A map is a snapshot at a certain time. All changes that happened after the date of the raw
data acquisition are not contained.

Fig. 24: Examples for comparison between VECTOR25 and reference data;
a) correct location, wrong shape, b) correct orientation and shape, wrong location and size,
c) buildings connected due to generalisation, d) building contained in VECTOR25, but no

corresponding real building, e) building without approximation in VECTOR25

Some examples for the properties of the VECTOR25 data set are presented in figure 24. The
example is just a small part of the test data set Hedingen, but it shows a good overview of the
differences between the digitised map content and the actual state which is represented by
manually measured reference data.

To get a better impression of the quality of VECTOR25 and its usability for the building recon-
struction (updating of the outline, determination of one representative building height), over
900 buildings of the two data sets were compared with the manually measured reference data.

For this qualitative comparison all approximations were assigned to one of 9 classes. It is ob-
vious that the number of classes and the class types could as well be chosen differently. The
main object was to allow the decision if the approximate data is of high value (class 1), of some
value (classes 2-5) or useless (classes 6-9).

For the wrong size and wrong location a threshold of about 1.5 m was used. The orientation
was considered to be wrong if the angle between single sides was significantly different (> 10°).

VECTOR25
Reference

a

c

b

d

e
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Tab. 2: Frequency of approximation types

The analysis shows that for a rather small number of buildings (5.7%) the VECTOR25 data cor-
responds to the real building (deviation of one single side < 1.5 m, orientation difference < 10°).
The cases where only the orientation, only the size or only the location are wrong can be com-
bined to one class which contains all rather good approximations (24.7%). The class where only

Class type Hedingen Horgen Total

1) correct /
almost correct

7
(4.3%)

45
(6.0%)

52
(5.7%)

2) wrong orientation 4
(2.5%)

19
(2.5%)

23
(2.5%)

3) wrong size 8
(5.0%)

116
(15.5%)

124
(13.6%)

4) wrong location 15
(9.3%)

54
(7.2%)

69
(7.6%)

5) wrong shape 20
(12.4%)

86
(11.5%)

106
(11.6%)

6) several of rota-
tion, size, location
and shape wrong

58
(36.0%)

243
(32.4%)

301
(33.1%)

7) one VECTOR25
object for more than
one in the reference
data, building rows

4
(2.5%)

39
(5.2%)

43
(4.7%)

8) no VECTOR25 44
(27.3%)

121
(16.2%)

165
(18.1%)

9) VECTOR25, but
no real object

1
(0.6%)

26
(3.5%)

27
(2.9%)

Total of analysed
buildings

161
(100.0%)

749
(100.0%)

910
(100.0%)

VEC25Reference
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the shape is wrong is more difficult to handle, as details with dimensions > 2 m have to be
modelled and a change of shape is not easy to realise automatically. The class where several of
the features are wrong is the biggest one (33.1%). Of course it could be split into different cat-
egories (location and orientation wrong, location and shape wrong, etc.), but the groups in
such a subdivision cannot be clearly separated. Considering the used data and developed pro-
cedures, approximations are less problematic if shape is one of the features that is correct.

Fig. 25: Comparison of VECTOR25 with reference data

Remarkable is the high percentage of buildings where no VECTOR25 is available. This class
together with the class ‘wrong size’ and the class ‘several wrong’ make 64.8% of all buildings
in the reference data, which shows that VECTOR25 is a positive factor as it can be used as ap-
proximation, but on the other hand the profit should not be overestimated.

The town centre of Horgen was not included in this comparison. In that region VECTOR25
cannot be of much use, as it - in almost all cases - significantly differs from the real character-
istics of the buildings and building groups (Fig. 26). Approximations of several connected
buildings as they can be found in town centres are mostly useless.

Fig. 26: Town centre of Horgen; approximations of connected
buildings and in town centres are mostly useless
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The described separation of the approximate data into groups is not completely objective.
Sometimes a different size could be interpreted as ‘wrong size’ or as ‘wrong size and location’.
But the separated classes are certainly sufficient for this qualitative evaluation.

The example below (Fig. 27) illustrates again the complexity of cases found in the test data sets.

Fig. 27: Variety of approximation data quality (Horgen)

The high percentage of buildings where no VECTOR25 data exists also indicates the need of
not only a method to correct the building data, but also of a detection procedure to find new
buildings that did not exist yet at the time the 1:25’000 map of the specific area was produced.

4.4 - Quantitative analysis of VECTOR25

The quantitative analysis and comparison of areas is a non-trivial task. If the compared areas
differ just in one of their features (planar position, orientation, shape = number of nodes etc.),
the comparison could be done by analysis of this specific varying feature. In the case of
VECTOR25 and the manually measured reference data the common case is that more than one
property differs, thus suitable measures for comparison have to be found.

With VECTOR25 being 2-dimensional, the main point of interest in respect to the project aims
is the planar correctness of the approximate data (VECTOR25) compared to the manually mea-
sured reference data. The reference data was measured on an analytical plotter. The stereo
model orientation was previously determined in an aerotriangulation.

The reference data was available in dxf-format without topology. Sometimes one single build-
ing was measured as a combination of closed and open polygons. Thus for automated process-
ing the reference buildings had to be re-digitised, allowing exactly one closed outline-polygon
for each building. The vector data (reference and VECTOR25) was then converted to raster for-

VECTOR25
Reference
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mat where area analysis can be implemented in a much easier way. The resolution of those ras-
ter representations was 1 m2, which was sufficient for this purpose.

For both test areas together the analysis of 1111 buildings (158 in Hedingen, 953 in Horgen)
was done automatically. Objects with very high grade of generalisation (e.g. if several build-
ings are combined to one block) were not considered in order to get interpretable statistics. For
this reason the town centre of Horgen was excluded from the evaluation.

The comparison was done for each reference building, if an appropriate VECTOR25 building
was found within a distance of 12.5 meters. If several candidates were found, the closest one
was taken. With this method 782 VECTOR25 buildings could be analysed. For the other 329
buildings no corresponding data in VECTOR25 was found.

A good approach for a quantitative evaluation of area and shape differences is described in
[Henricsson and Baltsavias, 1997]. They did a quality assessment of building reconstruction re-
sults by evaluation of each single roof surface separately, but the method and measures can as
well be applied to the comparison of building areas (e.g. reference data and VECTOR25).

Set theory, arithmetic combinations and ratios allow to calculate relative errors. One first indi-
cator is the absolute relative area difference (Eqn. 4.1). The bigger the difference, the more dif-
ficulties will occur during the automated updating. This difference does not yet allow a
concluding statement, because planar position and rotations are not included. The case of ‘size
difference = 0’ would indicate high quality of VECTOR25 even for cases where a location offset
or different orientation occurred.

where
R Reference area
V Area of building in VECTOR25

Fig. 28: Histogram of absolute relative area difference between VECTOR25 and Reference

The absolute relative area differences give a first impression about the building size quality of
VECTOR25 (Fig. 28). About 40% of the buildings have an approximation in VECTOR25 which

Absolute area difference R V–=

Absolute relative area difference R V–
R

-----------------=
(4.1)
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differs less than 20% from the reference area. But those measures only allow to compare the
size. Wrong location and orientation are not considered.

A good way for a better assessment of the quality are the common area R∩ V and the set theory
relations R \ V (R, but not V) and V \ R (V, but not R). The common area in respect to the ref-
erence area gives useful information on how good the two areas fit (relative intersecting area).
The not corresponding regions divided by the reference area represent the sum of the area dif-
ference and the remaining overlap error, i.e. the total relative shape dissimilarity [Henricsson
& Baltsavias, 1997]. Both ratios in this formula should be small. The measures listed as Eqn. 4.2
allow for an analysis that considers differences in location, rotation, size and shape.

where
R Reference area
V Area of building in VECTOR25

Figure 29 illustrates the meaning of Eqn. 4.2. Case A represents an approximation which is
rather good if only the size is considered. But translation, orientation and shape are clearly dif-
fering from the reference data. In case B an almost correct VECTOR25 approximation is repre-
sented. The size is close to equal. Nevertheless the shape of the building is not correct.

Fig. 29: Compared areas and combinations (2 examples)

Information about the quality of VECTOR25 is given by the intersecting area R ∩ V in respect
to the reference area. In the case of a perfect approximation the ratio is 1. The smaller the com-
mon area, the smaller the ratio. Although 80% of the buildings resulted in a common area (in
respect to the reference area) of more than 70%, the histogram shows that the overlap between
VECTOR25 and reference data is - in many cases - not sufficient (Fig. 30). The intersecting area

R V∩=

R V∩
R

---------------=

Area covered by reference but not by VECTOR25, R \ V=

Area covered by VECTOR25 but not by reference, V \ R=

Total relative shape dissimilarity R \ V V \ R+
R

----------------------------------------=

(4.2)

Intersecting area

Relative intersecting area

Reference VECTOR25

Reference VECTOR25

Reference without

Reference and

VECTOR25 without

VECTOR25 (R \ V)

reference (V \ R)

VECTOR25 (R ∩ V)

Case A:

Case B:
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with respect to the reference area is not a good indicator of the quality in cases when R is com-
pletely included in B. The common area in relation to the reference might be 100% (very good)
although the compared areas are very different.

Fig. 30: Histogram of intersecting area in respect to reference

The total relative shape dissimilarity also allows conclusions for the case when the reference is
completely inside the VECTOR25 [Henricsson & Baltsavias, 1997]. The formula contains the
area which is covered by the reference data but not by VECTOR25, and the area which is cov-
ered by VECTOR25 but not by the reference data. Division by the area of the reference allows
to compute comparable values for different building sizes. With this measure not only size dif-
ferences but also variance of location, orientation and shape are considered.

Fig. 31: Histogram of total relative shape dissimilarity

Figure 31 shows that there was no VECTOR25 building in the test sample that showed optimal
correspondence to its reference. The buildings with a dissimilarity from 0% - 40% could be con-
sidered as good approximate data (see also Tab. 3), but from 40% upwards the difference of
VECTOR25 to the reference data is increasing and significant. The class > 100% contains all
buildings where the areas just covered by one of the two data sets are larger than the reference
area.
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The problem is illustrated in Table 3. Different location, orientation, size and shape are influ-
encing the quality of VECTOR25. The dissimilarity histogram (Fig. 31) confirms the results of
the qualitative analysis.

Tab. 3: Total relative shape dissimilarity (examples);
dark grey = R \ V + V \ R, light grey = R ∩ V

The many cases where no VECTOR25 is available (329 of 1111) are not considered in the pre-
sented statistics. The analysis of about 800 buildings in both test areas shows that the potential
of VECTOR25 as approximate data for building reconstruction must not be overrated. 80% of
the cases have a dissimilarity value > 40%, and 55% of the buildings have even a dissimilarity
value > 60%. The class with bad approximations (dissimilarity over 80%, see also Tab. 3) con-
tains 40% of the buildings.

4.5 - VECTOR25 for building reconstruction

The availability of pre-knowledge for building reconstruction is a big advantage compared to
a start from scratch. In the best case digital information from a GIS (e.g. cadastral map) is di-
rectly used, the height of the building and the roof model are determined e.g. from a laser DSM
[Brenner & Haala, 1998; Stilla & Jurkiewicz, 1999].

It was never assumed that VECTOR25 could compete with GIS data from cadastral maps in
terms of precision, level of detail and accuracy. The assumption that the use of VECTOR25 as
approximate data could compensate for the deficits of the used data (only 2-fold overlap
middle-scale imagery, no infrared information, no laser DSM) was too optimistic. The influ-
ence of cartographic generalisation and the fact that the data set has to be updated put high
requirements to the detection and reconstruction methods applied to the given data.

Total relative shape dissimilarity = ( R \ V + V \ R ) / R

0-40% 40-60% 60-80% 80-100% > 100%
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Chapter 5

Vegetation detection
____________________________________________________________________________________________

When dealing with the detection and the reconstruction of buildings based on elevation data,
one big obstacle to overcome is the problem of the vegetation that has to be separated from
man-made objects. When calculating a DSM from aerial images, the vegetation parts produce
the same effect as buildings, showing up as features above ground (Fig. 32). Generally this be-
haviour can be observed in most of the automatically produced height models, independent
of the method used for the acquisition.

Fig. 32: Influence of buildings and trees on the DSM

The exclusive use of height information (e.g. DSM) for the separation of buildings from vege-
tation requires very high resolution and precision of the used height model. Such data is usu-
ally not available. For this reason the radiometric properties of the aerial color images have to
be exploited for the determination of building locations as well. They allow - with some restric-
tions - to separate the objects above ground which are usually either buildings or trees.

The reliable separation of buildings from vegetation is crucial to the further data processing
and has a strong influence on the results of the building detection and the building reconstruc-
tion.

5.1 - Determination of vegetation regions

The importance of a successful vegetation detection requires an analysis of the vegetation spe-
cific features of the used data. A look at our environment shows that there is not a big variety
of objects above ground. A coarse separation results in two groups: man-made objects and nat-
ural objects. A possible subdivision of those groups can be found in table 4.

Digital Surface Model
Terrain
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Tab. 4: Objects above ground

Poles for example with their small planar extent cannot be distinguished from blunders (if con-
tained in the DSM at all). Therefore they would not be recognised as objects. Cars can usually
not be recognised in the DSM, either. Thus the list in table 4 can be reduced to those objects
relevant for building detection: buildings and trees.

The problem of building detection with regard to a later reconstruction can be formulated as
following: How can the objects above ground (buildings and vegetation) be processed to have
the buildings being separated from the vegetation in order to end up with isolated, recon-
structible buildings?

5.1.1 - Geometrical properties

There are several publications on the separation of man-made objects from vegetation using
height information exclusively (see ’2.2 - Vegetation detection’ on page 9). Possible approaches
could be shape analysis of the blobs, variation or gradient of height values or the reflectance
behaviour measured with a laser scanner. But all those methods based on exclusive informa-
tion from the DSM require a high point density and a surface which very precisely represents
the real shape of the objects.

A look at some buildings in a photogrammetrically derived surface model from imagery with
a ground resolution of 0.22 m shows that large buildings could be detected with use of shape
rules and that even the reconstruction of building models with good accuracy might be possi-
ble (Fig. 33a). But such buildings are not representative, because at a used image scale of
1:15’800 for DSM calculation the building shape can be recognised only for a minor number of
buildings. A look at smaller blobs which are caused by semi-detached houses or one family
houses (Fig. 33b) gives a more realistic impression. As the image data used for the research has
a scale of 1:15’800, even with a high scan resolution of 14 microns the ground pixels still have
a size of more than 20 cm. The automatically derived surface model from such imagery cannot
accurately represent the shapes of the buildings, and even a human viewer would not be able
to distinguish separate roof surfaces or a coarse building outline.

Man-made Buildings Single buildings
Rows of buildings
Industrial buildings

Other Bridges
Power poles
Telephone poles
Cable cars
Vehicles

Natural Trees Trees
Rows of trees
Forest

Other Bushes
Rows of bushes
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Fig. 33: Blob shapes in the DSM; a) large building with distinct ridge line
b) small building with no clearly recognisable shape, c) trees

A comparison of blobs caused by small buildings (Fig. 33b) and blobs caused by trees (Fig. 33c)
shows that the shape-based distinction of buildings and vegetation is difficult, if possible at all.
Although the trees cause even more irregular shapes, the difference to buildings is not that big.

Buildings and trees standing very close to each other represent the most complex case, as they
cause one single blob in the DSM. An example is shown in figure 34 where two buildings and
three trees are connected to one region above ground. While the tree between the two build-
ings could be removed according to the shape, the tree on the left top and especially the tree
on the right bottom can hardly be separated from the building if only height information is
used.

Fig. 34: Trees standing close to buildings; a) normalised DSM, b) aerial image

It is obvious that height information of such quality alone does not allow to separate man-
made from natural objects above ground. The rasterwidth and precision of a photogrammet-
rically derived DSM from imagery with scale 1:15’800 are simply not sufficient.

5.1.2 - Color issues

One possibility to separate man-made objects from vegetation is to use the color information
of the aerial images. The RGB color space is just one of several possibilities how an image can
be represented by three channels. Common other color spaces are the HSI and the CIELAB col-
or space.

a b c

a b
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The purpose of a color model (or color space) is to facilitate the specification of color in some
standard, generally accepted way. In essence, a color model is a specification of a 3-D coordi-
nate system and a subspace within that system where each color is represented by a single
point.

The HSI color space is formed by the channels hue (H), saturation (S) and intensity (I). Its advan-
tageous feature is that the chromaticity (H and S together) is separated from the intensity of
the reflected light. Color values can be determined independent on the intensity and vice ver-
sa. The channels of the HSI color space are calculated as shown in Eqn. 5.1 [Gonzalez & Woods,
1992]:

where
H, S, I Channels hue, saturation and intensity of HSI color space
R, G, B Channels red, green and blue of RGB color space

The CIELAB cube root color coordinate system of the International Commission on Illumina-
tion (CIE1) was developed to provide a computationally simple measure of color in agreement
with the Munsell color system. A unit color distance within the color solid should represent a
perceptual color difference regardless of the particular pair of colors considered. Basically, L*
is correlated with brightness, a* with redness-greenness and b* with yellowness-blueness
[Pratt, 1991]. Computing the CIELAB color spaces requires a linear transformation of the RGB
components to the non-physical XYZ primary system (Eqn. 5.2).

where
X, Y, Z Channels in the non-physical XYZ primary system
R, G, B Channels red, green and blue of RGB color space

The channels of the CIELAB color space are defined in [Wyszecki & Stiles, 1982] and can be
computed as follows (Eqn. 5.3):

1. Commission Internationale de l’Eclairage (International Commission on Illumination)
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where
X, Y, Z Channels in the non-physical XYZ primary system
Xn, Yn, Zn X, Y, Z values of the reference white (R = G = B = 255)
L*, a*, b* Channels brightness, redness-greenness and yellowness-blueness of the CIELAB

color space

More detailed information on color models and color spaces can be found e.g. in [Gonzalez &
Woods, 1992; Pratt, 1991; Wyszecki & Stiles, 1982].

The example in Fig. 35 allows to sum up
the main characteristics of the discussed
color channels:

• R, G and B:
Although red roofs are brighter in the
R channel and vegetation slightly
brighter in the G channel, the RGB
channels do not allow the separation
of one particular class of image
objects.

• H, S and I:
The S channel can be used for shadow
detection (shadow pixels in this chan-
nel are very bright).

• L*, a* and b*:
Channel a* has the advantage that
any roof parts are represented with
about the same grey value, regardless
if they are under the sun or in the
shade. They show a different behav-
iour than green image parts (mead-
ows, trees). Critical in channel a* are
the shadowy regions of trees or shad-
ows on grass. Those behave like artifi-
cial objects.

A visual interpretation shows that except of the channels S and a* it is not too clear which chan-
nels could give useful information for the separation of man-made objects and vegetation.

More hints about the pros and cons of a particular color channel can be found in the histograms
of the whole Hedingen test area shown in figure 36. Some of those histograms give the impres-
sion that - at least with a manually set threshold - the image content could be separated into
several categories, representing a particular class of objects. This would indicate that the par-
ticular channel could be used as input channel for image classification.

The only channel with direct information for the distinction of vegetation from other image
content is the channel a* of the CIELAB color space. It corresponds to the color perception of
redness-greenness. Buildings are rather bright, while the vegetation has lower grey values.

Fig. 35: Single channels of the most common color
spaces RGB, HSI and CIELAB

I
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Some of the other channels show high contrast and histograms with distinct peaks. Neverthe-
less, tests with classification procedures showed that they can not contribute to the building or
vegetation detection. Also the use of thresholds derived from the histogram of a particular
channel did not result in useful separations.

Fig. 36: Histograms of the three investigated color spaces for the whole Hedingen test area

An example can be given with the channel S which can be used for the determination of shad-
ow regions (Fig. 37). The local minimum in the histogram (greyvalue gv = 35) as separation
point between two classes cannot produce the wished result, and the histogram does not give
hints about other thresholds that could be chosen. The value of channel S for detection of shad-
ow regions has to be set manually. An optimum is found when the regions with high satura-
tion are marked as shadow, while the darker roof parts are considered bright.

Fig. 37: Determination of shadow regions; a) original image, b) channel S,
c) channel S separated with a threshold at local minimum gv = 35,

d) separation with manually set threshold gv = 113

I

gv=35

a b c d
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Another example is channel L* where the histogram of the whole test area shows three maxima
which can be assumed to correspond to different image content. But the use of two thresholds
again shows not the intended separation.

Fig. 38: Separation of channel L* with two thresholds chosen due to
local minima in the histogram; a) channel L*, b) 3 separated classes

Those examples show that an automated determination of thresholds from the histograms is
possible by detection of local histogram minima and maxima. But the used values do not sep-
arate the image content to useful classes.

In addition to the color channels of the RGB, the HSI and the CIELAB color space, one method
to derive useful information for vegetation detection is to use arithmetical combinations [Si-
biryakov, 1996]. He proposed to use

where
G Green channel of RGB
R Red channel of RGB

In order to keep the image properties of the green-red combination analogue to the ones of
channel a* of the CIELAB color space, the following equation was used, resulting in bright
buildings and darker vegetation:

Eqn. 5.4 is an equivalent to the Normalised Difference Vegetation Index NDVI [Rouse et al.,
1973] used for color infrared imagery. It features quite a good separation between vegetation
and man-made areas (Fig. 39).

Fig. 39: Useful channels for separation of vegetation and
man-made objects; a) Channel a*, b) Channel GR

a b

GRN G R–( ) ⁄ G R+( )= (5.4)

GR GRN–= (5.5)

a b
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Experience showed that channel a* and channel GR perform successful when being used for
the determination of vegetation regions. A scatterplot of those two channels in the data set
Hedingen indicates that the separation problem can be solved.

Fig. 40: Scatterplot of channels a* and GR for data set Hedingen

5.1.3 - Unsupervised K-means classification

For classification the unsupervised K-means method (or minimum distance clustering) was
chosen because it can be easily implemented. It is also suitable for explaining the general prin-
ciples of unsupervised classification.

First the number K of classes S to be separated has to be chosen. An initial mean vector µj for
each class is calculated, thus vague knowledge about the spectral properties of each class is
necessary. The dimension m of the vector equals the number of input channels, and the vector
elements are the approximate mean values of the class in each of the used input channels. Then
for each image pixel to be classified (a vector xn of dimension m with the vector elements given
by the greyvalues of that pixel in the used image channels), the distance dnj=|xn-µj| to each
cluster mean vector is calculated. The image element is assigned to the cluster with the shortest
distance dnj. Then new mean vectors of the clusters are calculated. The procedure of reassign-
ing the image pixels to one of the classes and of calculating the new cluster means repeats until
there is no significant change in the cluster mean vectors. Usually this iterative process needs
only a few iterations to converge.

The algorithm of clustering the data points by K-means classification can be formulated as least
squares criterion J that is minimised [Weisstein, 2002b]:

where
J Least squares criterion
K Number of classes
Sj j-th class
Nj Number of data points in j-th class
µj Centroid of the data points in class Sj
xn Vector representing the n-th data point

(R - G)/(G + R)

a*

man-made

vegetation

J xn µ j–( )2

n S j∈

N j

∑
j 1=

K

∑= (5.6)
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K-means1 classification with input channels GR and a* was applied to the test data set Hedin-
gen to separate man-made and vegetation objects. The result for a part of the region is shown
in Fig. 41. One disadvantage K-means classification generally has in common with all pixel-
wise classification methods is the occurrence of a large number of isolated pixels (salt and pep-
per effect). Postprocessing for refinement of the classification result is described in ’5.1.6 -
Postprocessing with median filter’ on page 51.

Fig. 41: Unsupervised classification; a) original image,
b) classification result with 2 classes

The drawback of the method is that the variance in the separated clusters is not considered
which leads to misclassifications especially in the case of a big difference between the size of
the classes that have to be separated [Albertz, 1991]. On the other hand the method is very ad-
vantageous with respect to computation time.

Unsupervised classification would allow the determination of vegetation without user input
(no training areas, no thresholds). Above described channels were empirically chosen with the
aim of fully automated vegetation detection. While the method turned out to be applicable in
the case of data set Hedingen, the results of K-meansGR,a* classification with other imagery (e.g.
data set Langnau, Fig. 42) showed that it has to be used with care. In Langnau e.g. too many
pixels were classified to be vegetation. Thus other approaches had to be tested to improve the
reliability of the vegetation detection.

5.1.4 - Supervised maximum-likelihood classification

Supervised classification was not considered to be used in this work, because the aim was to
have no user interaction or previous knowledge at the start of the data processing. But with the
results of unsupervised K-meansGR,a* classification not being sufficient, also this approach was
examined.

The supervised classification was done with commercial software (ImageWorks, part of the
PCIWorks package by PCI Geomatics). The operator examines the area of interest and digitises

1. This K-means classification procedure will from now on be referred to as K-meansGR,a* to in-
dicate the use of input channels GR and a*.

a b

Man-made

Vegetation
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training areas for vegetation and man-made objects. The clustering of all image pixels then is
based on the two input channels a* and GR1. These channels were used because of the insuffi-
cient results that were produced with R, G and B. Those original RGB channels are highly cor-
related (see Tab. 5 on page 51), thus they should not directly be used for image classification.

Fig. 42: Improvement of classification results by using a supervised approach;
a) original image content, b) vegetation detection with unsupervised K-meansGR,a*,

c) with supervised maximum-likelihoodGR,a*

Maximum-likelihood works under the assumption that the training data for the classes is nor-
mally distributed. For each training class, the classifier calculates the mean spectral signature
and a covariance matrix for all spectral bands within the training data of that class. When the
classifier is applied to the image, a complex equation (Eqn. 5.7 [Murai, 1993]) uses each pixel’s
spectral signature and the class statistics to calculate the probability of that pixel belonging to
each class. Whichever class has the highest probability of membership is assigned to the pixel
[Frizzelle, 2000].

where
Lk(X|ωi) Probability (likelihood) of a pixel X belonging to class ωi
X Image data of n bands (for a single pixel)
n Number of bands
i Current class (i = 1 .. number of classes)

2di(X) Mahalanobis distance of the current pixel to the current class mean vector
Ci Covariance matrix of i-th class

The measurements of just a few training areas for use of maximum-likelihoodGR,a* classifica-
tion instead of the unsupervised K-meansGR,a* approach allowed to significantly improve the
result achieved with the Langnau data set (Fig. 42). While the unsupervised result still contains
a lot of vegetation which erroneously is applied to the man-made class, the supervised maxi-
mum-likelihoodGR,a* method produces a much clearer separation.

1. This supervised maximum-likelihood classification will from now on be referred to as maxi-
mum-likelihoodGR,a* to indicate the use of input channels GR and a*.

a b c
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Vegetation
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5.1.5 - Principle component analysis and K-means

A possible solution to limit user interaction was found with the principle component analysis
or principal component transform1 [Wahl, 1987; Gonzalez & Woods, 1992]. The method is used
in remote sensing to reduce the number of channels and redundant information by elimination
of the channels which have low eigenvalues and thus do not contain significant image infor-
mation. For building detection by image classification the principle component with the high
contrast is of no value. But those channels with low grey value variance turned out to be useful
input channels for classification.

With an RGB image the principle component analysis allows the calculation of 3 components
maximally. Each of the Q used image channels (e.g. R, G and B, Q = 3, dimensions M . N) is a
function fi(m, n) and can be defined as vector fi(j) with j defined in the interval [1, M . N]. One
vector fi(j) represents exactly one channel signal as one specific realisation of a stochastic pro-
cess.

First the mean signal value µf is estimated from all initial image channels as

where
Q Number of image channels
fi Values of i-th image channel

Now the (MN)(MN)-dimensional covariance matrix Cf can be estimated as

where
fi Elements of i-th image channel
Q Number of image channels
µf Mean signal value calculated from all initial image channels

Calculating the eigenvalues λi [Bronstein & Semendjajew, 1989; Weisstein, 2002a] of the cova-
riance matrix and rearranging them in the order λ1 > λ2 > ... > λi by using the corresponding
eigenvectors ei, the following matrix A (Eqn. 5.10) can be constructed, each row containing one
eigenvector. The first row contains the eigenvector with the largest eigenvalue, the last row the
one with the lowest eigenvalue.

where
eij j-th element of the i-th eigenvector

1. First referred to as the Hotelling Transform, the method is commonly known as Eigenvector,
Principal Component or Discrete Karhunen-Loève Transform
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The Karhunen-Loève transformation can then be interpreted as a linear mapping of the centr-
alised image vector fi(j) into the new image vector gi(j). The transform is defined as

where
g Resulting image
f Original image
µf Mean signal value calculated from all initial image channels
A Matrix containing one eigenvector per row

The result of the Karhunen-Loève transformation are uncorrelated image components gi(j). For
an RGB image the maximum number of image components is 3. While the first component
(with the highest eigenvalue) contains high contrast, the variation of grey values in the other
two components is significantly reduced with decreasing eigenvalues.

Fig. 43: Principle component analysis for calculation of uncorrelated channels;
a) 1st component, b) 2nd component, c) 3rd component

For the test area the red, green and blue channel were used to do a principal component anal-
ysis (3 components). Figure 43 shows a region of Horgen for illustration. The 1st component
contains almost all relevant image information, whereas the 2nd and 3rd component have only
low contrast.

Experiments showed that there is high potential in the second and third component when con-
sidering the use in a classification procedure. This is best shown with some scatterplots (Fig.
44). The use of the arithmetic combination GR = (R - G) / (G + R) in combination with the sec-
ond or the third principal component indicates a good separability for the Hedingen and the
Horgen data set.

Fig. 44: Scatterplots of a part of the Horgen data set;
a) GR and 2nd component, b) GR and 3rd component, c) 2nd and 3rd component

g A f µ f–( )⋅= (5.11)

a b c

GR GR 2nd

2nd 3rd 3rd

a b c

vegetation

man-made

vegetation

man-made

vegetation

man-made
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The potential of using GR and the 2nd and 3rd principal component for classification instead
of the RGB channels comes clear if the correlation between the channels is calculated.

Tab. 5: Correlation between image channels;
a) RGB, b) GR, 2nd and 3rd principal component

The correlation between any of the RGB channels is higher than 0.95, while the highest corre-
lation in the calculated channels (between GR and the 2nd principal component) is only 0.62.
The correlation 0.00 between the 2nd and 3rd principal component proves that the Karhunen-
Loève transformation really leads to uncorrelated image components.

The three input channels GR, second principal component and third principal component
were used in an unsupervised K-means classification1 to separate the two classes vegetation
and man-made.

Fig. 45: Vegetation detection in test region Horgen; a) unsupervised K-meansGR,a*,
b) supervised maximum-likelihoodGR,a*, c) unsupervised K-meansGR,2nd,3rd

The result of K-meansGR,2nd,3rd was compared to the previously used K-meansGR,a* and to the
supervised maximum-likelihoodGR,a* classification. The improvement by use of the principle
components is obvious (Fig. 45). While K-meansGR,a* did not allow to properly separate vege-
tation from man-made objects, the K-meansGR,2nd,3rd can compete with the result from the su-
pervised maximum-likelihoodGR,a* classification, showing a clearer and more correct
separation. User interaction (measurement of training areas) was avoided without a major loss
of quality.

5.1.6 - Postprocessing with median filter

For homogeneous regions the used pixelwise classification procedures result - apart from a
few outliers - in a unique assignment to one of the classes to be separated. But for regions with

R G B GR 2nd 3rd

R 1.00 0.96 0.94 GR 1.00 0.62 -0.36

G 0.96 1.00 0.96 2nd 0.62 1.00 0.00

B 0.94 0.96 1.00 3rd -0.36 0.00 1.00

1. This K-means classification procedure will from now on be referred to as K-meansGR,2nd,3rd
to indicate the use of GR and the 2nd and 3rd principle component as input channels.

a b c

Man-made

Vegetation
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a higher variety of grey values the result looks more noisy, usually containing a major number
of correctly assigned pixels and a minor number of wrong assignments.

For this reason the classification results are postprocessed using the median filter. This means
that each pixel is replaced by the median grey value of its n x n neighbourhood. For the used
binary data the use of the median corresponds to the procedure of majority voting. The result
is that small falsely classified areas are corrected, because they are surrounded by correctly as-
signed regions.

Fig. 46: Data set Hedingen;
a) vegetation detection with supervised maximum-likelihoodGR,a*,

b) result after postprocessing with local median (5 x 5 pixel neighbourhood)

For the described test areas and classification results the 5 x 5 pixel neighbourhood was used
(Fig. 46). Comparison with reference areas showed that the classification result could be signif-
icantly improved (see ’10.1 - Evaluation of vegetation detection methods’ on page 108).

5.2 - Comparison of the vegetation detection methods

Reference areas for Hedingen were measured manually in order to allow the comparison of
the various tested vegetation detection methods. Those reference areas have to contain the
whole radiometric variety of roofs or vegetation, respectively. Only then the comparison of the
classification results with the reference data makes an objective evaluation possible.

The determination of the 1. and 2. type error usually serves to estimate the quality of classifi-
cation methods and results. But with 2 separated classes without null class and 2 reference
classes, each 1. type error for vegetation is a 2. type error for man-made objects and vice versa.
The quality of detected buildings and vegetation are therefore analysed with the following
combined measure.

The correctly classified building pixels Bok were calculated as percentage of the total building
reference area Bref, and the correctly matched vegetation pixels Vok were calculated as percent-
age of the total vegetation reference area Vref. From those two ratios the total percentage Pok
of correctly classified pixels was calculated (Eqn. 10.1). The optimal result of 100% means that
all vegetation pixels and all man-made pixels were correctly classified.

a b

Man-made

Vegetation
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where
Pok Percentage of correctly classified pixels in respect to reference area
Bok, Vok Correctly classified building and vegetation pixels
Bref, Vref Area of manually measured building and vegetation reference

The percentages (Tab. 6) show that all three compared methods produced similar results, the
K-meansGR,a* is even slightly better.

Tab. 6: Percentages of correctly classified pixels in respect to total number
of reference pixels (after postprocessing with local median)

With all three presented and tested methods, the detection of vegetation areas was successful.
One main reason are the advantageous color properties of the Hedingen imagery. Scatterplots
of the pairwise combinations of GR with channel a* and the 2nd and 3rd principle component
show a clear separation of the clusters for man-made objects and vegetation (Fig. 47).

Fig. 47: Scatterplots for test area Hedingen; the classes man-made and
and vegetation can be clearly distinguished

With the clear separation of the two relevant classes it is no surprise that the postprocessing
with the local median filter in a 5 x 5 pixel neighbourhood did not bring a big improvement.
With the supervised max-likGR,a* the percentage Pok of correctly classified pixels could be
raised by 2.78%, with K-meansGR,a* by 3.58%, and with principle component analysis followed
by K-meansGR,2nd,3rd the improvement was even 4.06%.

The result of all vegetation detection procedures with more than 95% of the pixels being cor-
rectly classified shows that classification from transformed RGB imagery is a suitable means
for the given task of separating man-made objects from vegetation. For an evaluation of the
general applicability tests with several other data sets were made. They are described in ’10.1
- Evaluation of vegetation detection methods’ on page 108.

K-mnsGR,a* max-likGR,a* K-mnsGR,2nd,3rd

Hedingen (HE) 97.74% 95.94% 95.87% Avg: 96.52%

Pok 0.5
Bok
Bref
-----------

Vok
V ref
-----------+ 

 ⋅= (5.12)
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Chapter 6

Building detection using blobs
____________________________________________________________________________________________

After the elimination of the vegetation regions from the height model, the remaining task for
a successful building detection is to separate the objects above ground (e.g. buildings) from the
ones on the ground (e.g. roads).

The well-known approach of applying a threshold to a normalised DSM was used to deter-
mine objects above ground. It is fast and easy to implement. A new method for blob detection
using height bins was invented during this research, too. It allows to detect objects above
ground with exclusive use of a DSM (no terrain model necessary).

Precedent to the blob detection the vegetation areas in the aerial image are detected with un-
supervised or supervised image classification. Backprojection of each DSM point into the clas-
sified image allows to eliminate height values in the nDSM that are caused by vegetation. Then
the detected blobs correspond to buildings.

6.1 - Preprocessing for building blob detection

Some blobs are just partially or not at all caused by man-made objects. Trees for example are -
with the data used in the project - not possible to separate from the buildings by exclusive use
of height information. Hence for both building detection methods described below, the result
from vegetation detection (see ’5.1 - Determination of vegetation regions’ on page 39) was used
to preprocess the DSM or nDSM.

Fig. 48: Projection of each DSM height value into image space. If the median in the 5x5
neighbourhood belongs to class vegetation, the current height value is eliminated.

For each single rasterpoint in the DSM, its location in the classification result from vegetation
detection is calculated (Fig. 48a).
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If the separation of man-made objects from vegetation was done in one of the aerial images,
the calculation from the DSM into the mask image is done by use of the collinearity equation.

where
X, Y, Z Object coordinates of the DSM point
X0, Y0, Z0 Object coordinates of the projection centre
c Focal length
a1 - a9 Coefficients of the rotation matrix containing the rotation angles ω, ϕ and κ
xH, yH Shift of principle point
x, y Image coordinates of DSM the point

In the case that an orthophoto was used for the separation of man-made objects from vegeta-
tion, the calculation from object to pixel space is simplified to:

where
X, Y Object coordinates of the DSM point
XNE, YNE Object coordinates of north-east corner of the orthophoto used for vegetation detection
GSD Ground sampling distance of orthophoto
xp, yp Pixel coordinates

In the image of the classification result a 5 x 5 pixel region at xp, yp is checked to calculate if a
height value is caused by vegetation or not (Fig. 48b). If the median value in the 5x5 neighbour-
hood belongs to the class vegetation, then it is assumed that the currently processed height val-
ue in the DSM is caused by a tree, bush or meadow (Fig. 48c). Thus that height value is set to
hmin (Fig. 48d).

Fig. 49: Surface model a) before masking, b) after masking

After this preprocessing step, the buildings theoretically are left as only elements above
ground (Fig. 49). Some artifacts that remain in the DSM due to classification errors or height
blunders are eliminated during the building detection step using a minimum size condition.
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6.2 - Building detection using DSM normalisation

This method for determination of approximate building locations (or blobs in general) is the
most often used technique. The detection is done by separation of regions above ground in the
normalised DSM (nDSM = DSM minus DHM25) using a threshold, e.g. 2.5 m. This allows to
distinguish elements above ground from the terrain.

The regions of interest (ROI) used for the subsequent building reconstruction were detected by
search of adjacent height values higher than a certain threshold above ground, enclosed by
lower areas. A minimum size threshold served to filter out small artifacts in the DSM. To each
region of interest a border of 5 m width was added. This was done to make sure that the build-
ing that has to be reconstructed was completely contained in the image area calculated from
the region of interest resulting from blob detection.

In addition to each rectangular ROI the correct shape of the blob and the height values were
saved in raster format for later use. This allows that only the centre building causing the blob
is processed in later steps. Parts of other buildings or small high objects caused by errors that
are located in the rectangular area can be excluded.

Fig. 50: DSM as greyvalues, projected into image space;
a) in the rectangular ROI of the blob, b) only for the blob

The disadvantage of this method is that it requires a DTM of high accuracy. It is not too critical
if the terrain model is too low. But in the case of DTM regions which erroneously are too high,
a correct blob detection from the normalised DSM cannot be guaranteed (Fig. 51). The accuracy
of the used DTM also has a direct influence on the threshold that is chosen to separate objects
above ground from the terrain.

Fig. 51: Blob detection in the nDSM is sensitive to DTM errors;
a) the DTM is correct, all objects above ground are detected

b) the DTM is too high, some objects above ground have nDSM values
below the chosen threshold and are not detected

a b

DSM

DTM

DTM
DSM

nDSM
nDSM

Threshold 2.5 mThreshold 2.5 m

a b
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As the chosen threshold only decides from which height above ground an object is considered
to be a blob, an error in the DTM (or in the DSM) can result in an uncorrectable loss of blobs.
Figure 51 shows an example where a constant height error of 5 meters was added to the terrain
model. The consequence is that with the same threshold of 2.5 m not all objects above ground
can be detected anymore.

Despite of these disadvantages the blob detection by application of a threshold to a normalised
DSM is commonly used.

6.3 - Building detection using height bins

Most existing blob detection methods used for locating buildings are applied to a normalised
DSM. This requires that a terrain model has to be accessible which is either provided (e.g.
DHM25 by the Swiss Federal Office of Topography) or has to be derived from a surface model
[Weidner & Förstner, 1995; Mason & Baltsavias, 1997; Schiewe, 2000].

The building detection using height bins presented in this thesis can be applied to a nDSM as
well as to a DSM. It does not necessarily require a terrain model. This makes the method more
generally applicable.

Fig. 52: 3-D view and contour lines of a building

The idea for the method comes from the fact that the contour lines of buildings in the DSM are
distributed as almost concentric closed polygons (Fig. 52). The following three steps allow for a
blob detection from DSM or nDSM:

• Calculation of height bins:
The height model is first separated into slices (in literature often referred to as height bins)
with a certain thickness or height interval (Fig. 53).

• Object detection in each height bin:
In each slice an object detection is performed. ‘Object’ has to be understood in the sense of
adjacent height values belonging to the same height bin. Then the centre of gravity (or the centre
of the enclosing rectangle) for each object is calculated.

• Tracking along the height axis:
In a last step follows the tracking along z. If at one planimetric position (within a thresh-
old) in a consecutive sequence of slices an object’s centre of gravity is found, then a blob is
detected. The threshold has to be set manually and depends on the quality of the used
DSM.
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Fig. 53: Height bins for blob detection (h1 > h2 ... > h7)

While this method used on its own would just allow to detect any kind of elements above
ground (buildings, trees etc.), for building detection an additional step for the elimination of
the vegetation has to be introduced. For this purpose a color image (aerial image or orthopho-
to) can be utilised for vegetation detection and previous elimination of DSM height values
caused by vegetation.

6.3.1 - Calculation of height bins

The DSM or nDSM information in the format of a regular grid of z-coordinates is cut into bi-
nary height bins, each of them corresponding to one height interval. The greyvalues gv in a
particular height bin are calculated as follows:

where
Z Height of current point
hmin, hmax Minimum and maximum height of current bin
gv Binary value in height bin

Each raster point in a bin equals 1 if its z-coordinate lies in the height interval of the current
bin, otherwise the value is 0 (Fig. 54).

In the example the chosen height difference between two bins is 1.5 m. Tests showed that the
detection results can be significantly improved if the height bins have an overlap of a certain
amount. This is possible if the height bin is thicker than the height step between two bins. Thus
problems in the subsequent steps caused by inaccuracy of the DSM or the normalised DSM can
be reduced.
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Fig. 54: Four consecutive slices for a part of test area Hedingen
(heights h1>h2>h3>h4) and enclosing boxes for one building

The reason to choose overlapping height bins is illustrated in figure 55. For one particular
building and the case of an optimal surface model (no errors) each height bin would contain
either a filled object (see Fig. 53, height h1) or a ring-like object which is closed (Fig. 53, heights
h2-h4) that are not connected to other objects. If no overlap would be chosen, a height error
would cause an object to be split up into several parts (Fig. 55, e.g. a-h6). The centres of gravity
would then differ too much and the chain of subsequent objects at the same position would be
broken into several parts. With overlapping height bins, the same object (Fig. 55, b-h6) remains
as one piece and thus the chain of subsequent objects is not broken.

Fig. 55: Advantage of height bin overlap (h1 > h2 > h3 > h4 > h5 > h6 > h7 > h8 > h9);
a) height bins do not overlap, longest chain has 4 consecutive elements,

b) height bins overlap, longest chain has 9 consecutive elements

The thickness of the height bins and the value of overlap depend on the DSM resolution and
accuracy. With increasing grid width the height bins have to be enlarged, and the more inac-
curate the DSM is, the more should the height bins overlap.

6.3.2 - Object detection in each height bin

After the separation of the DSM or nDSM into height bins, the binary image of each single bin
is processed separately. Foreground objects consisting of a group of adjacent pixels (value 1)
bounded by background pixels (value 0) are detected. For each element the centre of gravity
(COG) and an enclosing rectangle with the centre coordinates of this rectangle are determined,
providing one list of elements ordered from the highest to the lowest bin.

As blobs are detected by search of objects in adjacent height bins at about the same position
(see ’6.3.3 - Tracking along the height axis’ on page 61), it is important that the location of ob-
jects belonging to the same blob stays approximately stable.

h1 h2 h4h3

a

b

h1 h2 h3 h4 h5 h6 h7 h8 h9
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The definition of the element location in a particular height bin has to be clarified. While the
use of the centre of gravity of all values is more sensitive to asymmetry of the blob, the mean
coordinates of the enclosing rectangle (MER) are critical in the case of outliers in the DSM.

The test with an artificial blob shows bigger changes of the COG coordinates for the case of a
building with a high and a low part (Fig. 56). For this reason the mean coordinate of the bound-
ing box was used. With this method the offset of the blob location in adjacent height bins can
be limited and the blob detection method performs more robust. The decision of using the
mean coordinates of the enclosing rectangle (MER) was verified in tests on the real data where
the MER produced a higher number of detected blobs/buildings. Nevertheless the method is
quite sensitive to artifacts or DSM errors. For the case of the Hedingen data set (original DSM
with 1 m rasterwidth) the maximum offset between two adjacent height bins was set to 7 m.

Fig. 56: Centre movement in a height bin sequence
(h1 > h2 > h3 > h4 > h5 > h6 > h7 > h8 > h9);

o = Mean coordinates of enclosing rectangle MER,
x = Centre of gravity COG

6.3.3 - Tracking along the height axis

In order to detect the blobs, the list of elements is processed from the highest bin down to the
lowest bin with a tracking algorithm. If through a sequence of consecutive height bins a chain
of elements can be found at the same location, a possible blob is detected (Fig. 57).

For the continuation of a chain, two objects in adjacent height bins do not have to be exactly at
the same position. It is enough if the difference of their COG or MER is below a certain thresh-
old.
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Fig. 57: Tracking along z

The height of the detected buildings, the height step between adjacent bins and the chain
length are related as follows:

where
hB Approximate building height
dh Height step between bins
lC Chain length

For the detection of buildings that are higher than a certain threshold (example: 6 m) several
parameter variations are possible (Tab. 7).

Tab. 7: Parameter combinations for detection of blobs > 6 m (example)

The chain length has to be chosen small enough in order to detect the lower buildings, too. On
the other hand it should still be big enough to avoid the detection of other objects with little
elevation above ground (Fig. 58). An objectively optimal combination of parameters is hard to
determine, but experience on several data sets showed that for the used data (image resolution,
accuracy of the used DSM) a height bin thickness of 1.5 m in combination with a minimum
chain length of 3 produce the best results. All blobs higher than 4.5 m are detected.

Choosing the optimum thickness of the height bins and the minimum chain length is nontriv-
ial. The higher the resolution and accuracy of the used DSM, the better the results of the build-
ing detection and the less critical is the choice of the parameters. Additional problems are
caused by coarse errors in the DSM or in regions where the vegetation elimination did not
show the wished effect.

Height step to
next bin Chain length Detected blob height

3.0 m 2 > 6 m

2.0 m 3 > 6 m

1.5 m 4 > 6 m

1.0 m 6 > 6 m

h1
h2
h3
h4
h5
h6
h7
h8
h9

No blob (chain too short)

Blob (chain longer than minimum length)

Chain broken (distance too big)

Chain broken (no object found)

hB dh lC⋅= (6.4)
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Fig. 58: Optimisation of the chain length; with increasing minimum length the number
of found buildings decreases, but less false detections occur

The use of the mean coordinates of the enclosing rectangle (compared to the centre of gravity)
is more robust to unsymmetric building shapes. But some of the blobs are detected twice. This
is the case when - for a rather high blob - the chain of consecutive elements is split up due to
building asymmetry. Then another chain is started and in case of sufficient length it is consid-
ered as a separate blob.

6.3.4 - Detection in DSM or nDSM?

The blob detection method with height bins and tracking along z can be applied to a surface
model or to a normalised surface model. The advantage of using an nDSM is the much smaller
height interval that has to be processed, reducing the calculation time. In Hedingen a height
interval of 85 m in the DSM resulted in a nDSM height interval of 35 m. Theoretically the re-
duction should result in a height interval that corresponds to the maximum height of objects
above ground. Due to errors in the DSM this interval is usually bigger. For steeper regions the
time reduction ratio caused by DSM normalisation is even more significant. On the other hand
the use of the nDSM requires a terrain model which has to be either already available or needs
to be calculated from the DSM. The use of a terrain model also means an additional potential
error source.

Chain length = 3

Chain length = 5

Chain length = 4

Chain length = 6
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6.4 - Evaluation of building detection methods

An analysis of the building detection results with the Hedingen data set by comparison to the
manually measured reference data showed that the approach with a threshold applied to the
nDSM produces slightly better results. 117 of 124 buildings (94.5%) in the evaluated area were
detected. With the method using height bins 109 of 124 buildings (88%) were detected. 11 ob-
jects were detected as buildings although they are none (2. type errors). In general can be said:
If a building is free-standing and the used DSM and DHM25 contain no error larger than ~1m,
the building is correctly detected. Otherwise both methods might fail.

One reason for failure is that a building is not detected because the vegetation detection and
the subsequent removal of height points caused by vegetation were not successful. If a tree
standing between two buildings could not be completely eliminated with the mask for vege-
tation elimination, the buildings remain connected and the detected blob is erroneous.

The main cause for missing buildings after detection is when either the DSM or the DHM25
contains significantly wrong areas. Especially erroneous regions in the DSM are very critical.
It is very important to use a precise and correct surface model. But also the DHM25 can cause
errors. Even if the grid points are perfectly correct, the large grid width and the fact that topo-
graphic shapes smaller than 25 m are not contained, can cause that a blob in the nDSM is not
high enough. Therefore it will not be detected. It is suggested that for the height bin approach
the DSM (and not the nDSM) is used.

Better results can be expected if a precise laser DSM is used instead of the photogrammetrically
derived height data. Depending on the kind of laser data, the vegetation elimination problem
can be solved, too (e.g. first and last pulse laser). A further improvement would be to use in-
frared information in the vegetation detection step. And last but not least also the algorithms
themselves can yet be improved.

For the general applicability of the blob detection using height bins, please refer to Chapter 10
’General applicability of the procedures’ where the results with the Horgen data set are dis-
cussed (’10.2 - Building detection using height bins’ on page 110).
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Chapter 7

Orthophoto-based building reconstruction
____________________________________________________________________________________________

This chapter describes a framework for automated reconstruction of buildings in order to cor-
rect and update an initial 2-D vector data set (e.g. VECTOR25) and to derive a 3-D model for
visualisation. The data used for this approach are a color orthophoto, a DSM and the DHM25
of the Swiss Federal Office of Topography. Methods of digital image processing are used to im-
prove planar location, orientation and scale of the vector data for each single building. The so-
lutions are rated in order to keep the good results and to reject inaccurate or wrong data
automatically. Finally one representative height for each building is derived from the digital
surface model. The accuracy of the building reconstruction is determined by quantitative com-
parison with reference data, and the rating procedure is checked.

7.1 - Orthophoto calculation

Orthophoto calculation was done on the digital photogrammetric station DPW 770 with Socet
Set (LH-Systems), but any other adequate software would do as well. The DSM grid width for
calculation was 1 m, the ground sampling distance in the orthophoto was 0.25 m.

While standard orthophoto rectification corrects relief displacement in ground level features,
above ground objects, such as the tops of buildings and bridges, are not corrected because they
are not modelled in the DTM. In the final orthophoto, these objects appear distorted in the form
of building lean and warped bridges. For the updating of VECTOR25, such an orthophoto
would not be sufficient. In order to prevent the distortion and displacement of objects above
ground and to calculate a true orthophoto, the used height model must contain accurate build-
ings and bridges. Mostly those objects above ground are measured manually.

For the presented work, the calculation of a true orthophoto was not possible, as the necessary
objects above ground would just be available after the reconstruction. But the use of the pho-
togrammetrically derived DSM (including e. g. buildings, trees) instead of the DHM25 (only
terrain) makes sure that the displacement of objects above ground in the calculated orthophoto
is reduced to a tolerable minimum.

The decision to use an orthophoto as base for the reconstruction was made with regard to the
simplified mathematical relation between image information and height model (see Eqn. 6.2
on page 56). By choosing the same area and a scale factor, the nDSM (derived from DSM and
DHM25) can easily be transformed into a grey scale image with the same geometry as the or-
thophoto.
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7.2 - Building reconstruction with score functions

The building reconstruction process is done for each coarsely located building separately. In-
put for the reconstruction can either be the approximate vector data provided by the Swiss
Federal Office of Topography (VECTOR25) or a rectangular approximation which can be the
result of any building detection method. For the tests the results from the building detection
using height bins (see ’6.3 - Building detection using height bins’ on page 58) and from unsu-
pervised multichannel classification [Braun, 1999] were used.

The building reconstruction steps described below are done with image data based on the cal-
culated color orthophoto and with height information.

The magnitude (Fig. 59b) and orientation (Fig. 59c) of the grey value gradients were calculated
from channel L* (Fig. 59a, for calculation see Eqn. 5.2 and 5.3 on page 42) with the Sobel oper-
ator (Eqn. 7.1 [Fisher et al., 1994]).

where
G Image G
hx, hy Sobel operator in x- and y-direction
Gx, Gy Gradient of G in x- and y-direction
Gm Gradient magnitude
Gθ Gradient direction

Often the roof has a different color than the ground next to the building, thus the edge magni-
tude can be used to support the determination of the roof outline. A major number of houses
have their sides oriented in two orthogonal directions. The orientation of the building can be
determined from the dominant edge direction.

The normalised DSM (Fig. 59d) contains the separation of objects above ground from those be-
longing to the ground. This information was previously used to detect buildings, trees and
bushes, and also now it serves as input data for the reconstruction procedure.

The arithmetic channel combination GR was calculated from the green and red color channel
of the RGB image (see Eqn. 5.5 on page 45). Channel GR shows a good separation between
man-made objects and vegetation (Fig. 59e).

The approach makes use of the fact that a multiplication of the normalised DSM with GR re-
sults in a separation of artificial objects above ground from all other objects (Fig. 59f).

The DSM (without normalisation) is used after correction of the vector data and serves for de-
termination of one representative building height.
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Fig. 59: Used data for building reconstruction: a) channel L* (brightness); b) magnitude
of grey value gradients (from L*); c) orientation of grey value gradients (from L*);

d) normalised DSM; e) arithmetic combination GR; f) multiplication of the
normalised DSM with GR

7.2.1 - Translation

The first step of the building reconstruction is the improvement of the planar position. Starting
from the location of the building’s vector approximation (Fig. 61a), a mask [Streilein, 1999], cal-
culated from the approximate vector data, is moved on a regular raster (rasterwidth 2.5 m), go-
ing from -10 m to 10 m in x- and y-direction (Fig. 60).

Fig. 60: Mask for the translation

On each of those 81 positions the following score is calculated:

where
m Number of pixels inside mask (= white area)
n Number of pixels under mask outline (= black lines)
w Weight factor
dx, dy Difference of x- and y-coordinate (in pixels) between the actual mask location and the

initial location given in the vector data
GR Arithmetic combination (R - G) / (G + R)
nDSM Normalised DSM
mag Magnitude of grey value gradients
a, b Coefficients of weight ratio between first and second term

The corrected location of the building is found at the position with the highest score (Eqn. 7.2).
The first term (inside mask) can be explained as follows: The sum of all nDSM height values
inside the vector approximation is maximised. The sum of all pixel values in channel GR is also

a b c d e f

Score a w GR nDSM⋅ ⋅
m

--------------------------------------

i 1=
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∑ dx dy+( )–⋅=
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1st term 2nd term 3rd term
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maximised. The product of those two values is used to separate the high building parts from
any other objects, because only for the case that the nDSM and the GR value are high, also the
product of the two values is high.

The weight w is used to give a pixel close to the centre of the mask a weight which is approx-
imately 1. Towards the mask outlines the weight decreases to approximately zero, thus elimi-
nating the influence of points that are further away, but inside the region of interest used for
the whole process.

The weight factor w is formulated as

where
w Weight factor used in Eqn. 7.2
dc Distance of current pixel from vector approximation’s centre of gravity

min minxV25, yV25 Minimum x- and y-coordinates of vector approximation
max maxxV25, yV25 Maximum x- and y-coordinates of vector approximation

Roof edges usually cause a high grey level gradient in the image. With the second term (Eqn.
7.2) a check is performed if the mask outline covers values of high grey value gradients, thus
indicating that the building outline lies on roof edges. Nevertheless, the second term is not as
reliable as the first term, thus additional parameters a and b are used to give a weight ratio a/
b between the two terms. In the case of Hedingen, a ratio of 6 to 1 turned out to produce the
best results.

The third term (absolute values of dx and dy) allows to reduce the score depending on the dis-
tance between the new position and the initial position, assuming that the initial vector data
location usually is almost correct. This is done to avoid that the vector data is translated to a
more distant building in the neighbourhood due to a higher score.

Fig. 61: Correction of the building location;
a) approximate position, b) solution with maximum score, c) scores for 81 positions,

the shaded cells are the starting position (score 59) and the best
solution (maximum score 240, dx = -7.5, dy = +2.5)

To allow faster processing times, the interval between two checked positions (2.5 m) is rather
high. The caused inaccuracy will be corrected in '7.2.3 - Scaling'. After the determination of the
scores (Fig. 61c), the vector data is moved to the position with the maximum score (Fig. 61b).
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dx

-10 -7.5 -5 -2.5 0 2.5 5 7.5 10

dy

10 24 48 75 48 17 -22 -32 -47 -58

7.5 61 135 156 105 61 -6 -16 -33 -48

5 128 222 203 151 75 13 0 -12 -32

2.5 180 240 219 180 70 26 16 0 -11

0 165 201 202 138 59 39 29 12 0

-2.5 125 114 132 75 47 27 15 4 -8

-5 57 60 38 29 49 46 23 2 -15

-7.5 -15 -8 2 21 41 42 34 19 -19

-10 -42 -45 -20 9 37 29 13 -3 -28
c
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An interesting observation was made when analysing the frequency of the translated distances
in x- and y-direction (Fig. 62). Most of the corrections in y-direction are very small, and the
larger values are evenly distributed between the positive and negative translations. The distri-
bution of the translations in x-direction is not symmetric around zero, but its centre is at about
-2.5 m. Visual comparison of VECTOR25 with manually measured reference data confirms the
content of the histogram. The VECTOR25 buildings in the Hedingen test area are more eastern
than the corresponding reference.

Fig. 62: Histogram of the translations in x- and y-direction;
the distribution of the translation in x-direction is not symmetric around 0

due to a systematic error in VECTOR25

7.2.2 - Orientation

Usually the orientation of a building in the ortdiffers from the orientation of the corresponding
approximation. This is relevant especially for buildings where no VECTOR25 data is available.
In that case the result from blob detection is used as building approximation. It is always a
square box oriented northwards.

The orientation correction angle for the approximate data is calculated as

where
dr Rotation angle (= orientation increment for approximate vector data)
αS Mean building orientation, calculated from edge orientation and magnitude
αV25 Mean orientation of approximate data in VECTOR25

The mean direction of the approximate data (VECTOR25) is calculated by reducing the orien-
tation of each single side to the interval [0°, 89°]. Then the mean value αV25 can be derived.

Using the Sobel operator with channel L*, the gradient direction and the magnitude of edges
are calculated inside a mask which is enlarged with factor 0.4 to be sure to enclose all essential
edges in case that the building in the vector data was too small (Fig. 63). Now the magnitude
sum for each discrete gradient direction reduced to [0°, 89°] is calculated. The mean value of
the two angles with the highest magnitude sum gives the correct orientation αS of the building
(Fig. 64).
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dx [m]
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The calculated rotation angle dr is now used to adjust the orientation of the approximate data.

Fig. 65: The rotation corrections dr are evenly distributed around 0

The rotation angles were evenly distributed. This shows that VECTOR25 contains no system-
atic orientation error (Fig. 65).

7.2.3 - Scaling

The result after translation and rotation of the approximate vector data still does not exactly
correspond to the building in the orthophoto. This is caused by the coarse determination of the
planar position. Additionally the size of the building in the vector data (and sometimes also
the shape) is not the same as it is in the image data. For this reason an adaptation of the scale
is necessary.

Fig. 66: The four halfplanes define those nodes used in the separate scaling steps

The scaling is done by processing the four halfplanes defined by the main axes of the building
vector data separately. In each of the four steps only those nodes of the vector data are correct-
ed that are located in the currently processed halfplane (Fig. 66). A shift along the axis that

Fig. 63:
a) gradient orientation inside binary mask
b) magnitude values inside binary mask

Fig. 64:
a) before correction of orientation

b) result after correction of orientation
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crosses the halfplane is applied to these nodes to calculate several hypotheses for this building
side (examples see Fig. 67).

Fig. 67: Some hypotheses for one single side

For each position a mask is generated (Fig. 68). The calculation of the score makes use of the
normalised DSM, the channel GR and the magnitude of the edge gradients. The idea of the
mask and the formulated function (Eqn. 7.5) is to have high GR and nDSM values inside the
building (1st term). The 2nd term aims for a high edge magnitude under the vectors of the
building hypothesis. The expression in brackets (3rd term) requests for a high difference of the
product GR · nDSM between the adjacent regions inside and outside of the currently processed
side of the building, indicating a high nDSM gradient and a change from the artificial roof sur-
face to the ground. This is usually the case for building walls.

Fig. 68: Mask for scaling (with black building outline)

Reason for the choice of this ‘fuzzy’ gradient calculation is the quality of the used DSM which
was produced automatically with a digital photogrammetric station. Building roof edges in
such surface models are usually not very distinct, thus the maximum gradient often does not
exactly coincide with the building outline.

where
m Number of pixels under the dark grey and the light grey area (inside building)
n Number of pixels under the black outlines (black)
o Number of pixels under the light grey area
p Number of pixels under the white area
GR Arithmetic combination (R - G) / (G + R)
nDSM Normalised DSM
mag Magnitude of grey value gradients
a, b Coefficients for weighting (empirically determined: a = 0.5, b = 1.5)

Vector data after translation and rotation Current half plane Hypothesis

Score GR nDSM⋅
m

-----------------------------
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Fig. 69: a) before scaling, b) after scaling in 4 directions

The correction of scale is done for each side separately and just afterwards the new solution is
calculated, using the corrections for the four halfplanes (Fig. 69).

An analysis of the shift values shows a similar distribution for the four sides. The fact that the
histogram maximum in all cases is a little lower than 0 indicates that generally the approxima-
tions from VECTOR25 had to be slightly scaled down.

Fig. 70: Correction of 4 sides separately; the VECTOR25 buildings had to
be slightly scaled down

7.2.4 - Height

In order to get a height for each building the z-values from the nDSM are used. The represen-
tative building height is calculated as the median value of all points whose planar coordinates
lie inside the final building solution. The use of the median instead of the average height elim-
inates the influence of outliers.

A proposition for a more detailed roof modelling of 4-sided buildings is given in ’9.2.5 - Height
determination’ on page 100. The building reconstruction method described in Chapter 8
’Building reconstruction from main roof segments’ on page 83 is more generic. In principle it
allows to derive arbitrary roof models from DSM and reconstructed 3-D edges.

7.2.5 - Automated rating of solutions

The procedures described above cannot produce the correct result for all processed buildings
(no change of the initial shape characteristics, photogrammetrically derived DSM with possi-
ble errors, blobs caused by trees, buildings in the vector data that do not exist anymore). There-
fore it is necessary to estimate the quality of the results in order to reject bad solutions.
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Fig. 71: Mask for rating of results (building outline = black)

The quality estimation was done with another score function (Eqn. 7.6). The product GR · nDSM
in term 1 and term 2 is clipped at the empirically determined cut-off value 25, in term 3 at value
100, allowing only lower values. This is done to damp the influence of very high values or out-
liers. The quotients are divided by the cut-off values to normalise each of the terms to the in-
terval [0, 1]. With the average values under the 3 different areas (Fig. 71) the score can be
calculated:

where
m number of pixels under the dark grey area (inside building)
n number of pixels under the light grey area (inside building)
o number of pixels under the white area (outside building)
GR Arithmetic combination (R - G) / (G + R)
nDSM normalised DSM

Properties of equation 7.6 are that the height values and GR outside of the building (white area)
have to be low while the values inside the building (dark grey and bright grey area) have to be
high. This method corresponds to a maximisation of the gradient at the building outline. The
difference between the averages of the two inside areas (term 2) has to be small, because a big
value would mean that the final building solution includes high and low areas or man-made
and natural objects.

Solutions with a score higher than the upper threshold (0.70) are automatically accepted. If the
score is lower than the lower threshold (0.50), the solution is rejected and the building has to
be measured manually. Buildings with a score between the two thresholds have to be checked
by an operator (Fig. 72).
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Fig. 72: Automated rating of the solutions;
a) accepted (score 0.79), b) to be checked manually (score 0.69), c) rejected (score 0.41)

The determination of the thresholds was done empirically. Tests showed that the success of the
method is very sensitive to the color properties of the used image material, thus the values 0.7
and 0.5 are not generally valid. The thresholds have to be determined separately for each used
orthophoto.

Aware of the fact that with the used data (0.22 m ground resolution of original images, photo-
grammetrically derived DSM) and the applied techniques an accurate reconstruction of 100%
of the buildings is illusory, it is essential to check if the building solutions are correctly rated
to the three classes ‘accepted’, ‘to be checked’ and ‘rejected’. The rating procedure automati-
cally rejected bad solutions. The middle class contained the border cases which were classified
manually. Most critical was the class ‘accepted’. As no check by an operator is intended it is
essential to avoid any errors of second order. Tests showed that no wrong solutions were er-
roneously classified to be correct, which is essential for such kind of function.

7.3 - Evaluation of the complete framework

The described procedures were applied to the test area Hedingen using the three kinds of
building approximations which are the VECTOR25 data by the Swiss Federal Office of Topog-
raphy, the result from the blob detection from height bins and the approximations from the
multichannel classification presented by [Braun, 1999].

Building reconstruction with all three building approximation sets separately led - in most cas-
es - to three strongly overlapping solutions at one particular building location. At each position
the solution with the highest score was selected automatically.

The use of the 3 different kinds of initial vector data serves to reduce the probability that a
building is not processed at all. This leads to a very high processing cost. Further development
would be necessary to make the method more efficient.

An approach for automated rating of the solutions was implemented. It allows to automatical-
ly accept correct solutions (rating score > 0.7) and to reject bad ones (rating score < 0.5). A third
group contains all buildings that had to be manually checked on the digital photogrammetric
station DPW 770 by LH Systems. Good solutions were kept in the data set, bad ones were re-
moved. Missing buildings would have to be added by the operator, but for better transparency
of the results no manual measurements were done.

a b c
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Fig. 73: Complete framework for detection and building reconstruction including addition
of new buildings and removal of buildings that do not exist anymore

71 buildings were automatically accepted, 55 were accepted after manual check. The most im-
portant fact is that none of the bad solutions was erroneously classified to be correct. With
proper threshold settings the approach allowed to correctly separate the three classes of solu-
tions. A statement on the general applicability of the method can only be given after applying
it to other data sets (see ’10.5 - Automated rejection of bad solutions’ on page 115).

Blob detection and multichannel classification allow to add new buildings that were not in-
cluded in the approximation vector data. Using the score system it is also possible to remove
houses that do not exist anymore. The vector data of such a building is processed, but it will
finally be rejected during the rating of solutions due to a very low score.

Fig. 74: Reconstruction results for test area Hedingen

The result achieved in the test area is promising. Counting all buildings in the test area the data
processing ended up with 126 reconstructed buildings (89%). 19 houses were included that
have not been in the approximation vector data set.

VECTOR25
Detection with

height bins
Detection with
classification

Reconstruction

Selection of best solution

Final data set

‘accepted’ ‘to be checked’ ‘rejected’

Manual measure-
ment of missing

buildings

Visualisation
automatically
manually

buildings in test area 141 (100%)

buildings in vector data 117 (82%)

reconstructed buildings 126 (89%)
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Fig. 75: Results after automated and manual rejection of bad solutions;
a) solutions with available VECTOR25, b/c) new buildings

The examples in figure 75 show that on the base of radiometric image properties and a
normalised DSM many of the buildings in the test area could be reconstructed. Although the
reached precision does not represent highest accuracy, the produced data set can certainly be
used to support the updating of a 1:25’000 map.

7.4 - Quantitative comparison with reference data

A comparison of the solutions to manually measured reference data was done for evaluation
of the used procedures and for a planar quality assessment. Note that the analysis is done only
for those buildings that were either automatically or manually accepted. After the rejection of
incorrect solutions, 126 of the 141 buildings in the test area were contained in the updated data.
A total number of 91 buildings in data set Hedingen with available reference data was
analysed.

7.4.1 - Area comparison

The measures for area comparison are the same as used for the analysis of VECTOR25 (’4.4 -
Quantitative analysis of VECTOR25’ on page 33): The absolute relative area difference, the
intersecting area in respect to the reference and the total relative shape dissimilarity (Eqn. 7.7).

where
R Reference area
S Solution area

The absolute relative area difference shows that a high number of buildings was reconstructed
with the correct size. Of course this measure does not contain any information about the
quality of the location, rotation or shape of the solution.

More detailed information is given by the relative intersection area. In an ideal case the solu-
tion would have the same location, size, orientation and shape as the reference data and there-

a b c

Absolute relative area difference R S–
R

----------------=

R S∩
R

--------------=

Total relative shape dissimilarity R \ S S \ R+
R

--------------------------------------=

(7.7)Relative intersecting area
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fore the intersecting area in respect to the reference area would be 100%. The histogram in
figure 76 clearly shows a good quality of the solutions.

Another measure to be used is the total relative shape dissimilarity. The sum of areas which
are covered either by the reference or the solution is divided by the reference area. The best
case (congruent planes) would be if the areas R \ S and S \ R both were zero. The histogram
shows that there are no high precision results produced, but when considering the use of the
result for a 1:25’000 map update, the accuracy fulfils the requirements.

The relative area difference (without taking the absolute value) should be randomly distribut-
ed, indicating about the same number of too large solutions and of buildings being too small.
An evaluation of 51 buildings that were either automatically or manually accepted was done
and the relative area difference (R - S) / R was calculated.

Fig. 77: Histogram of the relative area difference (R - S) / R;
the solutions tend to be too large
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Fig. 76:
Histograms for analysis of the building re-
construction result (areas) with orthophoto
and score functions, data set Hedingen;
a) Abs. rel. area diff. = |R - S|/ R
b) Rel. intersecting area = (R ∩ S) / R
c) Total rel. shp. dissim. = (R \ S + S \ R) / R
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The resulting histogram (Fig. 77) shows that the solutions tend to be too large. This is caused
by the influence of the nDSM characteristics on the solution. The building edges in the nDSM
are not modelled accurate enough. They occur as regions with a high gradient. Therefore the
produced blob and thus the calculated building solution are always slightly larger than the
building itself.

7.4.2 - Accuracy estimation for a single building side

One aim of the project was to achieve a planar accuracy of about 1 m for reconstructed
buildings. This is meant in the sense that the average distance of all building sides in the
solution data to their corresponding reference vector should be about 1 m. A straightforward
way to calculate the average parallel displacement would be to use manual or, preferably,
automated direct measurements. But usually a building side and the corresponding reference
vector are not exactly parallel, thus the calculation procedure for the distance between the two
lines would first have to be defined. In addition the number of nodes of the building solution
and the reference are not always the same, thus for some solution vectors there is no equivalent
reference vector for comparison.

In order to allow an automated estimation of the accuracy of a single building side, the
following method was developed. It allows to calculate the average parallel displacement of a
single building side from the total relative shape dissimilarity. For more information on the
calculation of the total relative shape dissimilarity refer to ’4.4 - Quantitative analysis of
VECTOR25’ on page 33, to ’7.4.1 - Area comparison’ on page 76 or to [Henricsson & Baltsavias,
1997].

Fig. 78: Artificial data set for estimation of the functional relation between the
total relative shape dissimilarity and the parallel displacement of a single building side

First an artificial set of solution-reference combinations is compiled (Fig. 78). Assuming that
the solution and the reference area are of the same size l2, the difference between the two data
sets was controlled by a translation dx=dy in the range of [0.0, 2.0]. The resulting areas were
used to calculate the total relative shape dissimilarity (see Eqn. 7.7 on page 76). Graphs of the
shape dissimilarities as a function f(d) of the parallel displacement d, calculated for various
area sizes, are shown in Fig. 79a. Note that f(d) is linear, but the slope m=f’(d) of the function
depends on the building size.

Area of building solution
Area of reference building
Reference area \ Solution area
Solution area \ Reference area

. . . . .
dx=0.0
dy=0.0

dx=0.1
dy=0.1

dx=0.2
dy=0.2

dx=1.9
dy=1.9

dx=2.0
dy=2.0
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Fig. 79: a) Shape dissimilarity as a function of the parallel displacement of a
single building side is also dependent on the size of the building,

b) the slope of f(d) as function of the building area l2

Slope m of the graphs can now be formulated as a function of the building area l2 (Fig. 79b).
The relation of building area l2 and slope m as power function is

where
m Slope of shape dissimilarity expressed as function of parallel displacement of a single

building side
l2 Building area
p, q Coefficients

The parameters p and q of Eqn. 7.8 are estimated from m = f(l2) in a least squares adjustment.
Then for the calculation of the parallel displacement of a single building side from a given total
relative shape dissimilarity the following expression can be used. It contains the estimated pa-
rameters p and q:

where
d Estimated parallel displacement of a single building side
TRSD Total relative shape dissimilarity
m Slope of shape dissimilarity expressed as function of the parallel displacement of a

single building side
p, q Estimated coefficients of power function (Eqn. 7.8)
l2 Building area

Using Eqn. 7.9 with the previously calculated total relative shape dissimilarity and the refer-
ence area of 91 buildings, the average parallel displacement of a single building side was esti-
mated for each building solution separately. The mean error for a single building side in the
Hedingen test area is ~1.5 m. Figure 80 shows the distribution of the estimated values for the
test area. The results show that the project aim of a planar reconstruction accuracy of 1 m was
not reached. A reason is that the DSM with a grid width of 1 m was used with a rather high
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weight. The DSM accuracy and resolution also have a strong influence on the orthophoto used
for reconstruction. Any vertical or horizontal errors in the DSM will appear as planimetric
(horizontal) errors in the orthophoto. Further it has to be considered that buildings without ap-
proximate vector data were always reconstructed with 4 corners (rectangle). From this point
of view the quality of the solutions is acceptable.

Fig. 80: Histogram of parallel displacement for the test area

7.5 - Conclusions

The described system produces reconstructed buildings with an accuracy of about 1.5 m for a
single building side. The project aim of 1 m could not be reached. Therefore the results are suf-
ficient to support automated updating of the 1:25’000 map (generalised), but not for the 3-D
landscape model of the Swiss Federal Office of Topography. The accuracy of the used vector
data (VECTOR25) compared to reference data was improved and new buildings were added.
An automated analysis of the results and rejection of wrong solutions was included and turned
out to work, if the necessary thresholds were correctly set by an operator. After the automated
reconstruction, user interaction was only necessary to decide about the cases when a solution
was classified by the system to be insecure. Figure 81 shows the result for the test area Hedin-
gen without manual measurements of missing buildings.

There is still potential for improvements. The processing time for building reconstruction
could be significantly reduced if the vector data from building detection would just be pro-
cessed in the case that no correct solution (class ‘accepted’) was already produced from
VECTOR25 at the same location. On the other hand multiple equal solutions at one location
increase the reliability of the result. A further improvement would be to use both aerial images
of the stereo model, eliminating the influence of errors in the DSM during orthophoto genera-
tion and taking benefit of the twofold overlap.
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Fig. 81: Building reconstruction in the Hedingen data set (no manual measurements);
green = automatically accepted, yellow = manually accepted
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Chapter 8

Building reconstruction from main roof segments
____________________________________________________________________________________________

This chapter shows a possible approach for the 3-D reconstruction of buildings including a
coarse representation of the roof shape. Building heights and modelling of the roof are not
needed for the updating of a map. The aim of project ATOMI was to provide at least one repre-
sentative building height. The orthophoto-based approach presented in Chapter 7 ’Orthopho-
to-based building reconstruction’ on page 65 meets this requirement. But during the research,
tests were also made to go further in order to determine the feasibility limitations given by the
characteristics of the used data.

The aim was to find an approach to derive not only one building height and to model not only
flat roofs. Although approximate vector data for a rough location of most of the buildings was
available, it was not used for this method. As the vector data set almost never corresponds to
reality (different location, rotation, size and shape), the aim was to develop a more general ap-
proach without use of a priori knowledge. Further there was quite a number of new buildings
in the used test data sets, thus a reconstruction method without use of approximation data
would anyway be needed.

The proposed approach for coarse building reconstruction is based on the idea of combining
separately reconstructed roof segments. The surfaces that are necessary to represent the roof
shape are determined in an unsupervised K-means1 classification (2-D). 3-D edges are calcu-
lated using corresponding edges in the two images. Color attributes and classification methods
serve to select the edges and DSM points belonging to a particular roof segment. Its 3-D equa-
tion can then be calculated in a least squares adjustment. Determination of keypoints for each
main surface and the addition of walls allow to establish the 3-D model.

8.1 - Coarse building reconstruction

The region used for the development belongs to the data set Hedingen. For the research phase
the test area was reduced to a square of approximately 220 x 220 m2. More information on the
used imagery, DSM and DTM can be found in Chapter 3 ’Test data sets’ on page 15. The main
criterion for the selection of the test area was that it includes various types of buildings and
some vegetation elements like trees (Fig. 82).

1. For distinction from the classification procedures for vegetation detection, this K-means clas-
sification for separation of roof parts will be denominated as K-meansroof.
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Fig. 82: Test area

8.1.1 - Determination of main roof segments (2-D)

To separate the roof parts, an unsupervised K-meansroof classification with two channels is
used. Unlike the previously described classification methods, there is no need to separate par-
ticular classes (e.g. vegetation and man-made objects). The aim of this step is to segment the im-
age into contiguous, homogeneous image regions.

The input channels R and L* were chosen after empirical evaluation. Content of both images is
taken in account for the classification. The values for a particular channel are calculated as av-
erage of the left image content IL(L) and the value at the corresponding position in the right im-
age IR(R). In order to allow the calculation of the mean values, the content of the right image is
projected onto the DSM and into the left image space to derive image IR(L) with approximately
the same geometry (see Eqn. 8.1 and Fig. 83). The influence of inaccuracies in the DSM can be
disregarded under the assumption that - for radiometrically regular surfaces - adjacent pixels
have similar values.

where
IM(L) Mean pixel values in left image space
IL(L) Left image content in left image space
IR(L) Right image content, projected into left image space

The use of both images instead of only one results in smoother classification channels. Most
roof parts, in general radiometrically homogeneous areas, can be detected in one piece.

K-meansroof classification for each building separately is done with the calculated input chan-
nels to separate 5 classes (Fig. 84a) which have no particular meaning. They are only deter-
mined for the purpose of segmentation. The number of 5 classes was empirically found and
turned out to be applicable for data set Hedingen. Nevertheless the 5 classes sometimes do not
allow a sufficient and satisfactory separation which is mainly caused by low contrast between
two adjacent roof parts. On the other hand radiometrical changes on one particular roof seg-
ment can cause an undesired segmentation.

IM L( )
I L L( ) I R L( )+

2
--------------------------------= (8.1)
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Fig. 83: Schematic view of the classification procedure for roof segmentation

The classification result is used to determine groups of adjacent pixels of the same class to sep-
arate roof segments (Fig. 84c). After detection of the start pixel of a region, the search of adja-
cent pixels inside the currently processed blob (Fig. 84b) is continued until no adjacent pixel of
the same class is found.

Fig. 84: Determination of main roof surfaces; a) result from K-means classification, b) blob
shape, c) determined roof surfaces inside of the blob, d) determined main roof surfaces

The 3-D reconstruction of all roof parts from one single stereo model with image scale 1:15’800
and using just an optical DSM is not very likely. Thus the regions are reduced to a sample of
main roof segments which shall allow to represent the coarse building shape. Smaller parts are
attached to the bigger ones by check of adjacencies. Each roof part that does not fulfil a mini-
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mum size condition is considered to belong to that main roof segment it has the longest border
with. Postprocessing is done with morphological filtering using the operation closing (= dila-
tations followed by erosions) to fill gaps (Fig. 84d).

8.1.2 - Roof edges

3-D edges were calculated with the assumption that a correct group of 3-D edges contains all
information on the building shape and allows the reconstruction.

Low level image processing was applied using the Canny operator followed by calculation of
contour graphs [Henricsson, 1996]. Only straight edges with a length > 7 pixels (~1.5 m in ob-
ject space) were accepted.

For 3-D edge reconstruction, a search of corresponding edge pairs in the two images is neces-
sary. This was done by projection of the 2-D edges onto the DSM and into the other image.
Then the best candidate for each edge was found with the following conditions:

• The perpendicular distances of a startpoint or endpoint to the candidate edge projected
from the other image (d2, d3) and vice versa (d1, d4) have to be small (Fig. 85).

• The radiometric values of the flanking regions of both edges have to be similar; used chan-
nels are *L (brightness), *a (redness-greenness) and *b (yellowness-blueness) of the
CIELAB color space).

Fig. 85: Geometric conditions

Using the start- and endpoint of one 2-D edge and the projection centre of that particular image
allows to calculate a 3-D plane equation (Fig. 86a). Now the start- and endpoint of the corre-
sponding edge in the other image can be projected onto this plane. This results in a 3-D edge
in object space (Fig. 86b). Note that it is not the 2-D image coordinates of the start- and end-
points of the edge that are used, but the 3-dimensional camera coordinates (including camera
constant c) which were rotated by ω, ϕ and κ.

Fig. 86: Calculation of a 3-D edge from 2 corresponding 2-D edges;
a) 3-D plane defined by the left edge and the projection centre,

b) projection of the right edge onto the plane resulting in a 3-D edge

d1
d2

d3
d4

projected edge

edge

OL OR

Left edge:
(xs, ys, xe, ye)

OL OR

Left edge:
(xs, ys, xe, ye)

Right edge:
(xs, ys, xe, ye)
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The calculation of a 3-D edge was done with the left image edge of a pair of corresponding edg-
es as initial edge (plane calculation) and the right edge projected onto that plane, and then vice
versa as well. Of both 3-D edges that resulted, the longer one was taken. This should compen-
sate that sometimes in one image not the full length of a 2-D edge is detected. The described
procedure was performed for all corresponding edge pairs (Fig. 87).

8.1.3 - Calculation of 3-D roof planes

The 3-D equations of the main roof segments are determined in a least squares adjustment. A
surface can be formulated as

where
X, Y Planar coordinates
Z Observation of height Z at planar coordinates X, Y
a, b, c Parameters of a plane in 3-dimensional space

Each start- and endpoint of a 3-D edge which is - in image space - adjacent to the currently pro-
cessed roof segment (Fig. 88) forms one observation equation. Test results showed that not for
each roof part a sufficient number of reconstructed 3-D edges can be calculated. This is mainly
due to the lack of redundancy for 3-D edge reconstruction. If an edge is missing in one of the
two used images, no 3-D solution can be established. To compensate this deficit of valid 3-D
points for the surface reconstruction, a raster of DSM points (rasterwidth 0.66 m) is added (Fig.
88). Used are those DSM points X, Y, Z which lie - when being projected into image space - on
the currently processed roof part.

2-D 2-D

3-D

Fig. 87: Edges detected in the left and right
image and reconstructed 3-D edges

Z a X b Y c+⋅+⋅= (8.2)
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Fig. 88: Points for surface calculation projected to image space
(start- and endpoints of 3-D edges and DSM points)

The functional model for the least squares adjustment can now be formulated.

where
i Number of edge points (start- or endpoint)
Xei, Yei, Zei Coordinates of i-th edge point
j Number of DSM points inside processed roof part
Xdj, Ydj, Zdj Coordinates of j-th DSM point

The solution of the equation system with matrix notation is described in equation 3.2. Al-
though the equation system is linear, the constant number of 5 iterations is run through. After
each iteration the weights of the observations are adapted according to their residuals with

where
p’i New weight for next iteration
pi Weight from current iteration
vi Residual from current iteration

The 5 iterations with adaptation of weights are performed in order to increase the robustness
to blunders. Outliers are not completely excluded, but they get a very small weight. This min-
imises their influence on the solution. Methods for robust adjustment that completely remove
blunders during the adjustment are e.g. the danish method [Krarup et al., 1980; Wieser & Brun-
ner, 2001] or a test with normalised residuals, also referred to as data snooping by W. Baarda
[Kraus, 1996].

Tests with artificial data showed that the used method is sufficient and that the influence of
blunders can be eliminated. A regular grid with a size of 10 m x 10 m and 100 grid points was
generated (grid width 1 m). Each point Z (X, Y) got a height of 100 m except for point (10, 5)
which was given 200 m, indicating a blunder (Fig. 89a). A reference plane was introduced with

Zei a X ei b Y ei c+⋅+⋅=

Zdj a X dj b Y dj c+⋅+⋅=
(8.3)

p'i

pi
vi
----- for vi 0≠

max pi( ) for vi 0=





= (8.4)
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Zref = 100 for all (X, Y). Estimation of the plane equation Z = aX+bY+C with only one iteration
and equal weights resulted in a maximum error between estimated plane and reference plane
of 3.72 m. With 5 iterations and adaptation of weights after each iteration (Eqn. 8.4) the maxi-
mum error was < 1 µm, thus the influence of the blunder was insignificantly small.

Fig. 89: Artificial data sets for evaluation of plane estimation with adapted weights;
a) with one blunder, b) with 10 blunders

A second test with multiple blunders confirmed that the used method is appropriate. Again a
grid with 10 m x 10 m and 100 points was used. Correct values were 100 m. 10 blunders in the
height range of 200 m to 400 m were introduced (see Fig. 89b). After the first iteration (weight
of all observations equal), the maximum difference of the solution plane from the reference
was 29.5 m. But after five iterations, the influence of the blunders could be gradually reduced
because of the applied adaptation of the weights. The solution corresponded to the reference
plane (maximum error < 1 µm).

8.1.4 - Reconstruction of the building

In order to allow a reconstruction of the roof, each main roof segment has to be analysed in
order to derive 3-D nodes of its polygonal outline. But due to misclassifications, occlusions, ra-
diometric variability and the used image scale it is not possible to determine the exact shape
(all characteristic polygon nodes) of each main roof part. Thus it is assumed that they can be
represented by four keypoints. Although this is not generally valid, the simplification has been
chosen to enable at least a coarse reconstruction of the buildings.

The 4 keypoints in image space (2-D) are determined as follows (see also Fig. 90):

1) The longest straight side of the roof segment is detected by evaluation of all pixels n along
the outline of the surface and analysis of angles between the line formed by pixels n and n-
3 to the line formed by pixels n and n+3, searching for the longest chain of angles which all
are approximately to 180° (threshold 20°)

2) At both the start- and the endpoint of the first edge an additional edge is attached and
rotated, searching for the position when this additional edge lies tangential to the region.

3) The fourth edge is determined by parallel translation of the first edge until it lies tangential
to the surface.

4) The 2-D keypoints are located by intersection of the line equations of the four sides as
determined in 1-3.

(1, 1)

(10, 10)

(10, 5)

a b

(1, 1)

(10, 10)

Z = 100 m

Z = 200 m

Z = 300 m
Z = 400 m
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.

The 3-D coordinates of the 4 keypoints are then determined by projection of the 2-D keypoints
onto the 3-D surface described in ’8.1.3 - Calculation of 3-D roof planes’ on page 87. Keypoints
lying close to intersections between adjacent surfaces are moved perpendicular onto the inter-
section line to close gaps and for model refinement.

With the availability of four 3-D keypoints for each separate main roof segment it is now pos-
sible to determine the coarse building model. Walls of the building are calculated by projection
of the roof points onto the DHM25.

The result is a coarse building model (VRML format) with the correct roof type (Fig. 91a).

Fig. 91: Reconstructed buildings (see also Fig. 92); a) No. 25, b) No. 147

In case that the classification procedure allows to separate the correct main roof segments, even
the reconstruction of more complex buildings is possible (Fig. 91b).

8.2 - Evaluation of the results

The used detection of 2-D edges by [Henricsson, 1996] produced the results that can be expect-
ed from 1:15’000 scale imagery. They usually did not allow to reconstruct a complete set of 3-D
roof edges. The search of corresponding edges using the DSM in combination with geometric

1

2

2

3

4

4

4

4

Fig. 90: Determination of keypoints

a b
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and radiometric measures turned out to be applicable, but an extension for the use of epipolar
lines [Kreiling, 1976] could improve the reliability of the reconstructed edges. A major issue
would also be to find a solution for edges parallel to the epipolar line.

It is obvious that building reconstruction with only 2-fold image overlap and a ground resolu-
tion of 0.22 m will not work in 100% of the cases, and especially the reliability of the found so-
lutions is hard to be proved. That is why all reconstructed buildings in the test area are
checked, and in the case of an insufficient result the reasons of failure are analysed.

The developed procedures delivered good results for the buildings 25, 28, 31, 55, 73, 78, 104,
121, 139, 147 and one part of the connected buildings 129 (see Fig. 92 and more detailed Fig. 91)
which is about 40% of the total number of processed buildings. They could directly be used to
derive the building outline and representative roof heights for ridge line(s) and the roof out-
line.

The major number of failures is caused by an insufficient result of the classification to separate
the roof segments. In some cases the radiometric difference between two main roof parts was
too small and even for the human eye hardly visible. Both surfaces were classified to belong to
the same cluster (Fig. 93, case A). For this reason just a flat roof was reconstructed (see building
76 in Fig. 92).

78

206

192

181

157

138

139

121

25

126

166184

104

28

147

76

35

73

93

55
63

31 29

129

165

199

Fig. 92: Result of building reconstruc-
tion for the whole test area
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In other cases the radiometric variety on one particular roof surface was to big and thus the
classification led to a segmentation of the surface into several parts (see case B in Fig. 93).

Fig. 93: Classification failures caused by radiometric properties;
a) channel L*, b) classification result c) main roof surfaces

A possible solution for the problem of the radiometric variability would be the use of a more
precise DSM (e.g. from laser scanning data) which would allow the determination of the pre-
cise direction and slope of the height value gradients. The roof surface determination could
then by supported by the search of surfaces with similar gradient direction and slope. In addi-
tion the laser DSM would allow to raise the accuracy of the reconstructed building.

8.3 - Conclusions

A coarse building reconstruction from just one single pair of aerial images is possible. Gable
roofs can be modelled even if no building approximation is available. But the results of the de-
scribed method were not good enough for further developments in the presented research
which aims for reliable automated map updating. The lack of reliability is the main weakness
of the described approach. The use of only a single middle-scale stereo model causes problems
if a specific feature is not visible in one of the images. In that case the feature cannot be recon-
structed in 3-D. The use of only 2 images also influences the determination of the main roof
segments. Critical radiometric properties in one particular image already lead to an erroneous
roof separation and cannot be compensated with the content of other images.

Although the development of a reliable reconstruction method using the given data was not
possible, some remarkable reconstruction results could be achieved.

Case A - Building 76:

Case B - Building 93:

a b c

a b c
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Chapter 9

Building reconstruction from blob outline and 3-d edges
____________________________________________________________________________________________

The aim of project ATOMI in which this research is embedded was to investigate towards a
software prototype for the reliable updating of VECTOR25 which also includes the introduc-
tion of the 3rd dimension. One additional condition was that the procedure should work with-
out preceding calculation of an orthophoto. The methods in Chapter 7 and Chapter 8 helped
to gain a lot of experience. Now the previous two approaches were combined to compile an
application prototype determined for practical use.

Fig. 94: Schematic overview

The method is based on the use of the building outline in the nDSM which is determined dur-
ing the blob detection process. Reconstructed 3-D edges are employed, too. The principle is
then - similar as in Chapter 7 ’Orthophoto-based building reconstruction’ on page 65 - to do a
step-by-step correction of the approximate data (translation, rotation, scale, correction of sin-
gle sides, height and roof shape determination).

9.1 - Preparation steps

For the building reconstruction several preparation steps are necessary. The building detection
provides the location and the coarse shape of the building. 3-D edges are calculated separately.
For each blob a building approximation has to be determined which either comes from
VECTOR25 or - if the building is not included in VECTOR25 yet - has to be taken from the blob
detection.

nDSM (DSM-DTM)

Vegetation (from
image classification

Blob detection
Blob outlines

3-D edges

VECTOR25 (approx.)

Reconstruction procedure

Stereo image pair
Edge detection
and reconstruction

in 1 aerial image)
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9.1.1 - Edge reconstruction (3-D)

The quality of the 3-D edges used in the reconstruction has a direct influence on the results. For
the building reconstruction using blob outlines and 3-D edges, the results of the edge recon-
struction method presented in [Zhang & Baltsavias, 2000] were used. Their algorithm exploits
geometric and photometric line attributes and geometric line structures. Then a framework
was implemented which integrates these information sources using probability relaxation to
deliver locally consistent matches. See [Zhang & Baltsavias, 2000] for further detail.

9.1.2 - Building approximation

The approximation data is searched by use of the bounding box centre of each detected build-
ing (for details see Chapter 6 ’Building detection using blobs’ on page 55). In addition a bound-
ing box centre is also calculated for each building in the approximate vector data set. The
coordinate differences dx and dy are then calculated from the bounding box centres (Eqn. 9.1):

where
xminvec, xmaxvec, yminvec, ymaxvec Bounding box of building approximation
xminblob, xmaxblob, yminblob, ymaxblob Bounding box of blob
dx, dy Coordinate difference between bounding box centre

of the blob and of the vector approximation

The bounding box centres are used to determine the distance dbv of each building approxima-
tion to the blob with

where
dbv Distance between bounding box of blob and building approximation
dx, dy Coordinate difference between bounding box centre of the blob and of the vec-

tor approximation

If one or several buildings in VECTOR25 are found within a distance of 12.5 meters, the closest
approximation is considered to belong to the blob (Fig. 95a).

Fig. 95: Approximate vector data; a) VECTOR25, b) generic approximation

dx
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In case that no approximate vector data is found within a radius of 12.5 m, an approximation
has to be assumed (Fig. 95b). A rectangular box is calculated which is oriented northwards and
encloses the blob. This is a generally applicable approach for single buildings. Many of those
have the coarse shape of a rectangle. Considering the used DSM data and the imagery with
scale 1:15’800 or smaller, the reconstruction of details cannot be a major aim and thus the box
as first approximation is sufficient.

9.2 - Reconstruction

The procedure for the correction of the vector approximation and the height determination in-
cludes 5 steps: Translation, rotation, adaptation of 2 scales, correction of each single side and
determination of 1 or 2 heights. For each correction the input data is the result of the previous
step.

For buildings in VECTOR25 with a wrong shape and for those completely missing in
VECTOR25, the data has been evaluated for possible approaches to derive the correct building
shape. An analysis of the blob outline showed that a determination of polygon nodes from cur-
vature was not possible. The reason is that a photogrammetrically produced DSM is not pre-
cise enough. The quality of the used DSMs is illustrated by the following example: Figure 96
shows two large buildings in the Hedingen data set (building width: 15 m) and their blob
shape (z > 2.0 m). The size of the blob corresponds to the building, but the shape is not correct
at all. If the DSM is that imprecise already for large objects, then it is obvious that the DSM will
not be the data source to model the building outline in detail.

Fig. 96: Quality of the blob shapes for large buildings in the Hedingen data set
(digitised blob shapes with the orthophoto)

Building shape determination from 3-D edges was examined, too. 2-fold overlap and the me-
dium image scale caused that for many buildings the set of reconstructed 3-D edges alone was
not sufficient to determine a detailed building shape.

Fig. 97: Comparison of reconstructed 3-D edges to reference data;
a) 3-D edges, b) 3-D edges overlaid on orthophoto, c) reference data

The example in Fig. 97 shows the reconstructed edges for a one family house and the reference
data. Some buildings could be reconstructed based on the 3-D edges, but the reliability was not

a b c
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sufficient. For these reasons for the buildings with available VECTOR25 data the number of
nodes given in the approximate data was used and remained unchanged. New buildings (not
contained in VECTOR25) were modeled with 4 nodes.

9.2.1 - Translation

The vector approximation data is first corrected to the new position by translation of each vec-
tor node (Fig. 98a). With the bounding box centres of the blob and of the corresponding build-
ing approximation, the translation parameters dx and dy are calculated as formulated in Eqn.
9.1.

Now the new coordinates of the building nodes can be calculated as

where
dx, dy Coordinate difference between bounding box centre of blob and of approximation
xi, yi Original coordinates of i-th node of the building approximation
x’i, y’i Translated coordinates of i-th node of the building approximation

As a first correction step among several the precision of the result is sufficient. It is obvious that
for blobs without VECTOR25 data the bounding box of the blob and the bounding box of the
generated rectangular building approximation are identical (Fig. 98b). Therefore no translation
is necessary.

Fig. 98: Translation; a) of VECTOR25 approximation, b) of generic
approximation (approximate vector data equal to blob’s bounding box)

9.2.2 - Orientation

The orientation of the approximate data is rotated to correspond as good as possible to the ori-
entation of the blob and the used 3-D edges. The rotation angle is calculated from the main ori-
entation of the approximate vector data, the reconstructed 3-edges and the blob outline.
Further it is assumed that the rotation angle is always < 90° and that vectors or edges differing
by a multiple of 90° actually correspond to the same building orientation. Therefore all used
angles are reduced to the interval [0°, 90°].

The mean orientation of the approximate vector data is calculated as

x'i xi dx+=

y'i yi dy+=
(9.3)

Approximate
vector data
Blob outline
Translated

a b

α v( ) 1

n
--- α i v( )

i 1=

n

∑⋅= (9.4)
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where
α(v) Mean orientation of building approximation
n Number of vectors in the building approximation
αi(v) Orientation of the i-th vector of the building approximation, reduced to interval [0°, 90°]

The calculation of the mean orientation of the reconstructed 3-D edges is done equally, so

where
α(e) Mean orientation of 3-D edges in the XY-plane
o Number of 3-D edges in the current region of interest
αi(e) Orientation of the i-th 3-D edge, reduced to interval [0°, 90°]

The blob orientation is calculated from the outline direction at each point. This value is calcu-
lated as the angle of the vector from the previous to the following outline point (Fig. 99). It can
be written as

where
α(b) Mean orientation of the blob outline
p Number of blob outline points
αi(b) Orientation of the i-th blob outline section, reduced to interval [0°, 90°]
xi-1, yi-1 Coordinates of previous outline point
xi+1, yi+1 Coordinates of following outline point

Fig. 99: Orientation of blob outline sections

The equation for orientation correction can now be formulated (Eqn. 9.7). Note that the con-
stants s = 4 and t = 1 have been determined empirically. The coefficients allow to give a higher
weight to the orientation from 3-D edges because it is more reliable than the orientation calcu-
lated from the blob outline.

where
dr Estimated orientation correction for the vector approximation
α(e) Mean orientation of 3-D edges
α(b) Mean orientation of the blob outline
α(v) Mean orientation of building approximation
s, t Weight coefficients

α e( ) 1

o
--- α i e( )

i 1=

o

∑⋅= (9.5)

α b( ) 1

p
--- α i b( )
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-----------------------------------atan= (9.6)
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To get the corrected orientation (Fig. 100), the approximation is rotated by the calculated rota-
tion angle.

where
αnew(v) Corrected orientation of vector data
α(v) Mean orientation of building approximation
dr Estimated orientation correction for the vector approximation

If no edges are available, the correct orientation can also be determined exclusively from the
blob outline direction. In this case the coefficient s is set to 0. On the other hand if a complete
and reliable set of 3-D edges was determined (e.g. due to use of 4-fold image overlap), the ori-
entation of the blob should not be used (t = 0).

Fig. 100: Orientation correction; a) 3-D edges, b) blob outline orientation, c) Rotated data

9.2.3 - Scale

The scale of the solution resulting from previous steps is not yet correct. This applies both for
the buildings with or without an approximation in VECTOR25. Therefore the vector data is
coarsely adapted to the size of the blob.

Fig. 101: Local coordinate system for coarse scaling

A local coordinate system (u, v) is introduced with its axes oriented according to the orienta-
tion from 3-D edges and blob outline determined in ’9.2.2 - Orientation’ on page 96 (Fig. 101).
The origin of this local coordinate system is equal to the bounding box centre of the building
approximation resulting from the previous steps. It can be calculated as

αnew v( ) α v( ) dr+= (9.8)

Blob outline
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where
xminvec, xmaxvec, yminvec, ymaxvec Bounding box of building approximation
xvec, yvec Centre of vector bounding box

The building nodes and blob outline points are transformed to the local system (u, v) with

where
αnew(v) Corrected orientation of vector data (see Eqn. 9.8)
xvec, yvec Centre of vector bounding box
xi, yi Coordinates in global system (blob outline points and vector nodes)
ui, vi Coordinates in local system with axes in direction of building orientation

Now the size of the approximate data is adjusted to correspond to the blob outline. This is done
by using the minimum and maximum local coordinates of both the vector data and the blob
outline to calculate the 4 translation values

where
duneg, dupos, dvneg, dvpos Correction values for coarse scaling
uminvec, vminvec, umaxvec, vmaxvec Minima and maxima of vector coordinates in (u, v)
umin’blob, vmin’blob 5% percentiles of u- and v-coordinates of blob outline
umax’blob, vmax’blob 95% percentiles of u- and v-coordinates

The use of percentiles for the minimum and maximum coordinates of the blob serves to reduce
the influence of erroneous points in the blob outline. They usually are caused by errors in the
used DSM or by insufficient vegetation elimination.

Now the coordinates (u’, v’) for all building nodes can be calculated with

where
u’i, v’i New coordinates in local system with axes in direction of building orientation
ui, vi Coordinates in local system with axes in direction of building orientation

ui
vi

αnew v( )( )cos αnew v( )( )sin

αnew v( )( )sin– αnew v( )( )cos

xi xvec–

yi yvec–
⋅= (9.10)
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These local coordinates are transformed back to the object system with

The new solution is building data which approximately corresponds to the true building.

9.2.4 - Correction of each single side

For each side of the approximation a parallel displacement is calculated in order to make the
solution fit optimally onto the 3-D edges and the blob outline. The parallel displacement dp in
each iteration is calculated as a weighted mean value from the surrounding points in the re-
gion of interest with

where
dp Parallel translation for a building vector
n Number of edge points (start- and endpoints) + Number of blob outline points
de Distance between edge point and building vector
db Distance between blob outline point and building vector
p Weight for distance observation
βi Angle between building vector and reconstructed 3-D edge

This step results in an improvement of those details that were not yet considered in the previ-
ous step. In addition also the reconstructed 3-D edges are now used.

Fig. 102: Adaptation of each single side to the edge points and blob outline points

The relatively weak use of the reconstructed 3-D edges is legitimated by the fact that for many
buildings only an incomplete set of building edges can be detected and reconstructed.

9.2.5 - Height determination

Up to this step the calculations resulted in a 2-D polygon for each building. For the determina-
tion of 1 or 2 representative building heights the DSM is employed. In the case of 4 building
corners the result can be improved and if possible a gable roof is modelled.
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• Building with more than 4 points defining the building outline:
1 building height is determined from the DSM (median value of all DSM points belong-
ing to the blob).

• Building with exactly 4 points defining the building outline:
1 or 2 heights are determined. Two hypotheses for a ridge line are checked (Fig. 103). If
the directions of the DSM gradients for the two roof surfaces separately have a low
standard deviation and the mean directions differ approximately 180°, a gable roof is
modelled. Otherwise the building has a flat roof. The ridge line height is the mean height
in the DSM along the ridge line, the eaves point height is the 10% percentile of DSM
heights inside the building polygon (Fig. 104).

Fig. 103: Reconstruction of a gable roof; a) hypothesis 1, b) hypothesis 2, c) solution

Fig. 104: Buildings with four corners and gable roof

9.3 - Evaluation of the results

The results of the building reconstruction using the blob outline and 3-D edges strongly de-
pend on the quality of the detected blobs and the 3-D edges. The quality of each single blob is
influenced by the DSM, the DHM25 and the detected vegetation regions. It is important to do
an analysis of the results which in this case is done qualitatively and quantitatively. There was
no manual editing or post-processing done to eliminate bad solutions, thus the evaluation is
objective.

For a qualitative evaluation the result is visually compared to the manually measured refer-
ence data (Fig. 105). In the test region Hedingen with 126 buildings the success rate was about
65%. It means that for those buildings the result was significantly better than the approxima-
tion in VECTOR25. In addition it should be mentioned that 17 buildings were not contained in
VECTOR25, but they were detected and reconstructed.

The varying quality of the result between certain areas shows that the procedure generally
works, but has problems in some particular cases (see Fig. 105):

a b c
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Regions A and B:
Those buildings were not contained in the approximate data (VECTOR25). Despite of this the
buildings are reconstructed with good accuracy.

Region C:
Trees that were not completely eliminated after the vegetation detection caused that some
buildings were connected together to one big blob.

Region D:
Wrong blob shapes caused by trees that were not eliminated during vegetation detection and
by errors in the nDSM.

Fig. 105: Results of building reconstruction from blob outlines and 3-D edges

Although the described method is strongly depending on the quality of the blob shapes, it
shows promising results which could be significantly improved by using a more precise DSM
(possibly already postprocessed) and imagery with infrared content for the improvement of
the vegetation elimination.

9.4 - Quantitative comparison with reference data

9.4.1 - Area comparison

While a qualitative analysis always depends on the person who evaluates the results, a quan-
titative analysis is objective and neutral. To allow for a good quality assessment of the pro-
cessed data, the solution was compared to the reference data with the same figures that were
used for the quality evaluation of the orthophoto-based method in ’7.4.1 - Area comparison’
on page 76.

Reconstructed

Reference

Region with
similar result

B

A

C

D
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In the test area 108 buildings with available reference data were automatically evaluated. For
this purpose the solution and reference data was converted from vector to raster format. The
comparison was then done based on those calculated raster images.

The relative area difference (Fig. 106) gives only information about the quality of the building
size, while the correctness of shape, location or orientation are not considered. The result of the
automated updating shows that the correct size was achieved for a minority of buildings, in-
dicating no real improvement in comparison to VECTOR25. But when looking at the frequency
of results with big size differences, the result is clearly better than the approximation. Especial-
ly the small number of big size errors (> 70%) is remarkable.

Fig. 106: Histogram of relative area difference between solution and reference;
the small histogram shows the result of VECTOR25 for comparison

Fig. 107: Intersecting area in respect to reference area;
the small histogram shows the result of VECTOR25 for comparison
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It is also worth to look at the intersecting area of the solution and the reference in respect to the
reference area. This measure allows a good judgement of the quality. The more the solution
overlaps with the reference data, the better it is. From figure 107 one could guess that the so-
lution is even slightly worse than the initial VECTOR25. But it has to be considered that the
histogram containing intersection areas of VECTOR25 and the reference does not contain the
cases where no VECTOR25 was available at all.

A more representative figure for the quality assessment is the total relative shape dissimilarity
[Henricsson & Baltsavias, 1997]. The area of not corresponding parts (R \ S and S \ R) in re-
spect to the reference area is affected by size, location, orientation and shape differences.
The cases with a dissimilarity from 0% - 40% are considered to be good results. Upwards the
difference of the solution to the reference data is significant. A comparison of two histograms
(Fig. 108) shows that the automated building detection and reconstruction allowed to improve
the quality of the vector data set, but to a less extent than expected. While the frequency peak
for the solution is at about 40%, the one for the initial VECTOR25 data is about 45%. And in the
histogram for VECTOR25 the buildings where no approximate data was available are not yet
considered. Also remarkable is that the number of outliers (buildings which have a total rela-
tive shape dissimilarity > 100%) could be clearly reduced from about 25% to less than 6%.

Fig. 108: Histogram of total relative shape dissimilarity;
the small histogram shows the result of VECTOR25 for comparison

9.4.2 - Accuracy estimation for a single building side

The solutions were analysed to determine if the produced buildings fulfil the requirements of
1 m precision formulated in the project description. For this purpose the accuracy of a single
building side was determined as described in ’7.4.2 - Accuracy estimation for a single building
side’ on page 78. Use of Eqn. 7.9 on page 79 resulted in an approximate mean error of one sin-
gle building side of ~2 m.
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Fig. 109: Estimated parallel displacement for a single building side

The numbers for the estimated error of a single building side show that the approach with blob
outline and 3-D edges failed to fulfil the requirements in the project description (Fig. 109). The
blob outlines from DSM automatically produced with digital photogrammetry did not allow
an accurate reconstruction of the buildings. The DSM blob shapes that are not accurate enough
had a main influence on the result. Furthermore, the reconstructed 3-D edges were not as com-
plete and reliable as necessary.

9.5 - Conclusions

The analysis shows that the automated updating resulted in an improvement of the initial da-
ta, but the accuracy of 1 m for a single building side could not be reached. It is clear that with
the used data and the applied methods no high accuracy solutions can be expected.

The missing redundancy which is caused by the 2-fold overlap gives a partial explanation.
Edges that are lost in one of the images cannot be reconstructed. And any gross errors are hard
to detect because of the missing redundancy. Another reason for the insufficient results is the
strong use of blob outlines in this approach. Their accuracy is affected by the insufficient qual-
ity of the used DSM. While the dimensions of the blobs more or less correspond to the building
size, the outline does not fit at all. The blob shape is also influenced by the vegetation detection
results used for preprocessing of the DSM. The results achieved with color imagery were gen-
erally correct, but they apparently were not precise enough to determine exact borders be-
tween man-made and vegetation areas.

If the DSM and its gradients are of sufficient quality, even the modelling of gable roofs is pos-
sible. It is obvious that only a coarse reconstruction is possible and that the procedure is not
appropriate for complex buildings.
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Chapter 10

General applicability of the procedures

____________________________________________________________________________________________

A thing of major concern in the development of automated procedures using image analysis
and digital photogrammetry is that the applied techniques are not tuned to the experimental
data set, but remain general. This is not a trivial task by far. Results achieved with the data that
was used during the software development do often provide a biased base for quality assess-
ment. Therefore it is important to use additional data that had not yet been used in order to
allow a valid evaluation.

Four data sets were used for further evaluation of the methods for vegetation detection. This
allows for general conclusions about the quality of those approaches. An overview on the used
data sets can be found in Chapter 3 ’Test data sets’ on page 15. Samples of the test imagery can
be viewed in the appendix.

For an objective judgement about their general applicability, the developed methods for build-
ing detection and building reconstruction were tested on the data set Horgen. The procedures
where used as they were developed using the Hedingen data set, no changes or customisation
were made.

With the Horgen data set only the orthophoto-based approach using score functions (Chapter
7) and the method that applies blob outlines and reconstructed 3-D edges (Chapter 9) were
tested. The 3-D reconstruction of each single main roof surface (Chapter 8) was a try to go fur-
ther towards a detailed, generic reconstruction, but the resolution and the radiometric proper-
ties of the used imagery were too strong a limitation and did not allow for general applicability
of the approach.

The results of the two methods achieved with the Horgen data set were not edited manually,
and none of the less accurate solutions were removed, either. This allows for an objective com-
parison of the true potential of both approaches. Additionally should be considered that for
the orthophoto-based score function method the reconstruction was done for each VECTOR25
building available, while the blob outline approach was applied to each detected blob. This ex-
plains that not for each building a solution from both algorithms is available for comparison.
But with the same region of Horgen used for both approaches, and with about 200 buildings
reconstructed with each approach, the relative measures used for comparison are significant.
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10.1 - Evaluation of vegetation detection methods

In all 4 test data sets (Hedingen, Horgen, Langnau, Höngg) reference areas were measured
manually, covering the whole radiometric variety of roofs and vegetation. This should guar-
antee an objective evaluation.

The total percentage Pok of correctly classified image pixels (see also ’5.2 - Comparison of the
vegetation detection methods’ on page 52) was again used as quality measure (Eqn. 10.1). An
optimum result of Pok = 100% is reached when all man-made and all vegetation pixels are cor-
rectly classified.

where
Pok Percentage of correctly classified pixels in respect to reference area
Bok, Vok Correctly classified building and vegetation pixels
Bref, Vref Area of manually measured building and vegetation reference

Tab. 8 and Fig. 110 show the percentages for all 3 compared methods in the 4 test areas.

Tab. 8: Percentages of correctly classified pixels in respect to total number
of reference pixels (after postprocessing with local median)

The average results from all 3 used classification methods are similar. This is mainly due to the
fact that the input data was derived from the same color image. But while the unsupervised K-
meansGR,2nd,3rd approach always achieves results that can compete with the result from super-
vised isoclusteringGR,a*, the K-meansGR,a* method fails in the data set Langnau, producing a
much worse result than the other two methods (79%).

Fig. 110: Comparison of the 3 used classification methods for the
test areas Hedingen, Horgen, Langnau and Höngg

K-mnsGR,a* max-likGR,a* K-mnsGR,2nd,3rd

Hedingen (HE) 97.74% 95.94% 95.87% Avg: 96.52%

Horgen (HO) 93.91% 91.50% 91.50% Avg: 92.30%

Langnau (LA) 79.00% 94.50% 91.00% Avg: 88.17%

Höngg (HG) 96.50% 97.50% 93.50% Avg: 95.83%

Avg: 91.79% Avg: 94.86% Avg: 92.97%

Pok 0.5
Bok
Bref
-----------

Vok
V ref
-----------+ 

 ⋅= (10.1)

Supervised maximum-likelihoodGR,a*

Unsupervised K-meansGR,a*

Unsupervised K-meansGR,2nd,3rd

0%

50%

100%

HE HO LA  HG
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The reason for this failure are the different radiometric properties of the Langnau image data.
Unlike the other three datasets, the channel combination GR and a* does not allow to properly
separate vegetation from man-made objects. The use of the 2nd and 3rd component was a clear
improvement. The scatterplots (Fig. 111) do not show such a narrow peak as for GR and a*.
And the results (see Tab. 8 and Fig. 110) show that with the unsupervised K-meansGR,2nd,3rd
classification the vegetation could automatically be separated from man-made objects.

Fig. 111: Scatterplots for the test areas; K-meansGR,a* classification for Langnau failed, because
the used channels GR and a* do not allow to separate vegetation from man-made objects

The positive influence of applying the local median filter for postprocessing can be shown for
all methods and data sets (Fig. 112). In all cases an improvement of the classification results
could be achieved. The average improvement was 3.75%, for the Langnau data set with the
smaller image scale the increase of correctly classified pixels was even higher (6.5%).

Fig. 112: Positive effect of postprocessing with local median on the percentage of correctly
classified pixels in respect to the total number of reference pixels;

a) unsupervised K-meansGR,a*, b) supervised maximum-likelihoodGR,a*,
c) unsupervised K-meansGR,2nd,3rd

Hedingen Horgen Langnau Höngg
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It was shown that an automated separation of man-made objects from vegetation is possible
even if only aerial color images are used as input data. Unsupervised K-meansGR,2nd,3rd clas-
sification in combination with a previous principle component analysis of the RGB channels of
the input image can compete with a supervised approach. The procedure was tested with four
data sets and turned out to be generally applicable.

10.2 - Building detection using height bins

For the analysis of the building detection procedures applied to the data set Horgen, the veg-
etation detection described in ’5.1.5 - Principle component analysis and K-means’ on page 49
was combined with the blob detection approach in ’6.3 - Building detection using height bins’
on page 58. First a binary mask was calculated, separating man-made objects from vegetation.
Postprocessing with a local median filter (patchsize 5 x 5 pixel) allowed to correct small mis-
classified regions. Then the DSM of Horgen that was previously calculated on a digital
photogrammetric station was masked in order to exclude height values that are caused by veg-
etation. The blob detection using height bins was then applied to the masked DSM. The chosen
height step was 1.5 m, the minimum chain length was 3 (see ’6.3 - Building detection using
height bins’ on page 58 for details).

An analysis of the results with the Horgen data set contained a total of 122 reference buildings.
105 buildings (86.1%) were correctly detected, 17 buildings (13.9%) were missed. The result is
slightly worse than the one achieved with the Hedingen data set (for comparison see Tab. 9).
The reason is that the DSM in the Horgen area was of minor quality, and not all of the buildings
were represented as distinct blobs. Also note that the town centre of Horgen with many con-
nected buildings was excluded from the test.

Tab. 9: Comparison of the blob detection results using height bins

The percentage of detected buildings could even be increased if only 2 consecutive elements in
a chain are considered to be a blob. But then the number of erroneously detected buildings
(caused by errors in the DSM or in the vegetation detection) gets too high.

The tests with the Horgen data also made clear that the choice of optimal parameters for the
building detection using height bins is tricky. Further can be stated that - regardless of the
building detection method - an accurate surface model is absolutely necessary and that the
vegetation detection result used for masking the DSM should be of good quality.

10.3 - Qualitative comparison of the reconstruction methods

The qualitative evaluation of the reconstruction methods was done by comparison of the two
solutions to the reference data and by overlay of the results onto the orthophoto. In the case
where the DSM is correct and the vegetation radiometrically differs clearly from the man-

# Buildings Detected Missed No building

Hedingen 124 (100%) 109 (87.9%) 15 (12.1%) 11 (8.87%)

Horgen 122 (100%) 105 (86.1%) 17 (13.9%) 17 (13.9%)
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made objects, both approaches achieve the expected quality. But a precise DSM and clearly rec-
ognisable vegetation are not the standard case.

While the approach based on blob outlines only performs good if the photogrammetrically
produced DSM represents the correct shape of the surface, the orthophoto-based algorithms
with score functions are more sensitive to varying radiometry in the used images.

Generally the orthophoto based approach with score functions produces slightly better and
particularly more consistent results. All data sources (radiometry, grey value edges, height in-
formation) are used in a fuzzy manner to determine the building solution, thus there is only a
weak influence of an error in one of the used data sources on the reconstruction result. With
the blob outline approach on the other hand, a lot of weight is given to the blob outline and the
3-D edges. This can lead to more accurate solutions than with the orthophoto based method,
but in case that the blob outline is wrong, the building solution will often not be correct, too.

The case when the use of blob outlines and edges produces better results is presented in figure
113. With the correct blob shape being extracted from the normalised DSM, the building out-
line can be modelled correctly (Fig. 113b). When using the orthophoto-based approach with
score functions, the best score for the left building is reached with the road in front of the house
considered as part of the building due to radiometric properties. This case of failure is caused
by the fuzziness of the approach that does not make use of any ‘precise’ features. In some cases
the weight settings cause the solution to be more influenced by the radiometrical image prop-
erties than by the nDSM content (Fig. 113a).

Fig. 113: Comparison of solutions;
a) orthophoto-based with score functions, b) with blob outline

Fig. 114: Reconstructed 3-D edges; a) overlaid on orthophoto, b) only edges

The approach with blob outlines makes use of 3-D edges. A complete set of reconstructed 3-D
edges would provide information that could be used for a more precise determination of the
building and its outline. Problems that occur in the edge reconstruction are mainly caused by
the use of 2-fold overlap. Edges visible in only one of the two images are lost. The insufficiency

a b

a b
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of using only 2 images is proved by various other building reconstruction methods which are
usually based on 4- to 6-fold overlap. In addition the image scale of about 1:15’800 does - for
most of the buildings - not allow to detect complete sets of edges (Fig. 114).

When looking at a larger area of Horgen and comparing the results to the reference data, the
methods do not perform as good as with the Hedingen data. It is obvious that none of the two
methods is reliable enough for general use without manual checking of the solutions (Fig. 115).

Fig. 115: Comparison to reference data;
a) orthophoto-based with score functions, b) from blob outlines and 3-d edges

Main reason for the different quality of the results in the Hedingen and in the Horgen data set
is that the programs are actually used without any adaptation of parameters when being ap-
plied to a different data set. An exception is the supervised classification for vegetation elimi-
nation where the operator picks training areas. This step can be understood as adaptation to
the different properties of a new data set.

The two methods with their advantages and weaknesses present a possible solution for build-
ing reconstruction from only one stereo model. In both approaches the DSM quality and the
radiometric features of the stereo images are critical. For this reason the DSM calculation on a
digital photogrammetric station has to be done with high attention on the quality of the result,
preferably from images with higher resolution and larger image scale than used during this
research. The radiometric properties of each new stereo model have to be checked before the
application of those methods. In the case of the orthophoto-based approach, the score func-
tions and especially the thresholds for the automated rating of the solutions have to be adapted
according to training measurements.

The two methods were both developed to deal with the case of single standing buildings. The
case of connected buildings or blocks of buildings had to be neglected. This means that in a
town centre both procedures fail.

10.4 - Quantitative analysis of the reconstruction methods

For the quantitative comparison of the orthophoto-based method and the approach based on
blob outlines and 3-D edges, the chosen measures were the same as for the analysis of
VECTOR25 (’4.4 - Quantitative analysis of VECTOR25’ on page 33) and the evaluation of the
results with the first data set Hedingen (’7.4 - Quantitative comparison with reference data’ on
page 76 and ’9.3 - Evaluation of the results’ on page 101).

a b

Reconstructed
Reference
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The results generated with the Horgen data set were for both analysed procedures compared
to the manually measured reference data. Note that in this test none of the bad solutions were
removed, neither manually nor automatically (see also ’10.5 - Automated rejection of bad so-
lutions’ on page 115).

The area difference in respect to the reference only allows limited statements about the quality.
Nevertheless a comparison of the methods is interesting. The method with blob outlines pro-
duced a better result (Fig. 116). The reason is that the reconstruction of the building is strictly
adapted to the blob outline and the 3-D edges. Thus for all buildings with a blob outline of
good quality the result is precise, too. The score function method on the other hand shows a
‘fuzzy’ behaviour even in the case when the DSM is correct and the image containing the veg-
etation information is of good quality. The high percentage of solutions with a relative area dif-
ference higher than 100% is obviously caused by the fact that no bad solutions were rejected.

Fig. 116: Histogram of relative area difference

Fig. 117: Histogram of common area in respect to reference area
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The common area in respect to the reference area is usually a better indicator than the relative
area difference. Figure 117 indicates that the orthophoto-based approach produced better re-
sults.

It is not sure how representative the histogram really is. Problems with the common area in
respect to the reference area occur in the case when the solution is significantly bigger than the
reference, but both are at similar locations (Fig. 118). Although the relative common area indi-
cates a good solution, the reconstructed building might be wrong.

Fig. 118: Cases with common area in respect to reference area;
a) good result causing a high value, b) bad result causing a high value, too

Seen from this point of view, the high number of very good solutions produced by the ortho-
photo-based method (Fig. 117) has to be analysed further. When comparing the areas of the ref-
erence and the solution, with the blob outline method occurred about 50% solutions that were
bigger than the reference area and 50% that were smaller. But the orthophoto-based approach
produced 75% solutions that were bigger than the reference area. This fact should be kept in
mind when comparing the numbers for the common area in respect to the reference area.

The best measure for planar quality assessment is the total relative shape dissimilarity. The
area covered by the solution but not by the reference plus the area covered by the reference but
not by the solution are divided by the reference area, giving reliable information about the
quality of the reconstructed building.

Fig. 119: Histogram of total relative shape dissimilarity
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Figure 119 shows that the method with blob outlines (mean dissimilarity about 45%) per-
formed better than the orthophoto-based procedures (mean dissimilarity about 60%). Also the
number of really bad solutions which certainly would have to be rejected by an operator are
much lower with the blob outline method.

The fuzziness of the score functions, the problem of - unintentionally - being tuned to the ra-
diometric properties of the first data set (Hedingen) and the case that the orthophoto was used
(it might contain errors caused by the DSM) are possible reasons why the score functions ap-
plied to an orthophoto produced rather heterogeneous results. Nevertheless they are sufficient
to support semi-automated map updating. The approach based on blob outlines and 3-D edges
is more strictly connected with the blob shape and the reconstructed edges. This leads to more
precise solutions. The disadvantage with that approach is that the quality of the results is high-
ly correlated to the quality of the blob outline and the result of the vegetation elimination.

10.5 - Automated rejection of bad solutions

An automated analysis of the solutions and the rejection of bad cases was only implemented
in the orthophoto-based building reconstruction. With the data set of Hedingen the procedure
worked successful, correctly classifying the solutions to the three classes green (automatically
accepted), yellow (operator has to accept or reject) and red (automatically rejected). The clas-
sification to the three classes was based on a score that was calculated with information from
the red and green color channel and the normalised DSM (’7.2.5 - Automated rating of solu-
tions’ on page 72).

For the separation into the three classes hard thresholds had to be introduced. Those thresh-
olds were determined empirically. Obviously the used thresholds were adapted to the partic-
ular data set used during development. When applying the automated rating of solutions to
any other data set, the changing radiometry requires a new pair of thresholds, because the de-
cisive score contains radiometric information, too. To allow for a reliable rating of the solu-
tions, an operator has to depict some of the solutions which clearly belong to either the
accepted or the rejected class. The thresholds are then derived according to that information.

For the data set Horgen a new pair of thresholds was determined manually. Then the automat-
ed rating of solutions was analysed. There were 217 buildings from VECTOR25 processed. 66
buildings were automatically accepted, 88 solutions were accepted after manual check. For 65
houses in the approximate vector data set, no sufficient solution could be found. The result is
not as good as with the Hedingen data (Tab. 10). One reason is that in the Horgen data set more
connected buildings occurred when comparing to the Hedingen data. Additionally there were
4 solutions with a wrong orientation which erroneously were automatically accepted.

Tab. 10: Automated rating of solutions

# Buildings
Accepted
(autom.)

Accepted
(man.)

No solution
found

Hedingen 141 71 55 15

Horgen 217 66 88 65
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It could be shown that the principles of the proposed method work. Very helpful for the reli-
ability of the method would be if the DSM was more accurate and if the channel GR used in
the rating could be replaced by one that contains a clearer separation of man-made objects
from vegetation.
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Chapter 11

Final conclusions and outlook
____________________________________________________________________________________________

This chapter gives a concluding summary of the described research and also provides propos-
als for improvements and future work. It gives guidance to an enhancement of the presented
concepts which could lead to fully automated map updating process.

11.1 - Presented research

The presented work was part of project ATOMI, a cooperation between the Swiss Federal Of-
fice of Topography and the Institute of Geodesy and Photogrammetry at ETH Zurich. The aim
was to develop a prototype system for automated updating of a geospatial data base using reg-
ularly acquired image data. The restrictions from the input data (only 2-fold overlap, no large
image scale, no laser height data, no infrared imagery) and the large variety of tasks to be
solved had a strong influence on the whole research.

The process of building reconstruction for map updating was split into the following tasks:

• Building detection: It was necessary to allow the updating of buildings that were not yet
contained in the approximate vector data set (VECTOR25), too. It consisted of two parts:
• Separation of man-made objects from vegetation to eliminate height values in a surface

model that are not caused by man-made objects.
• Building detection (blob detection in a surface model that does not contain height values

caused by vegetation).
• Building reconstruction: For all existing and new buildings the correct outline had to be

determined and the 3rd dimension had to be added. There were two tasks to be solved:
• Reconstruction with use of existing 2-D vector data (VECTOR25), but also of buildings

where no approximation data exists.
• Rating of the updated buildings to automatically accept good solutions and reject bad

ones.

While the development was mainly done on base of the Hedingen images, other data sets were
used for evaluation of the general applicability of the methods (Horgen, Langnau, Höngg). The
results were evaluated both visually and numerically to allow well-founded conclusions.

11.1.1 - Vegetation elimination

One main question in the detection of any man-made objects from height data is how to elim-
inate the vegetation. While precise laser data or infrared imagery would bear some valuable
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potential, the task in this research was to detect the vegetation with exclusive use of color im-
agery. The color channels of the RGB image as well as alternative color spaces were investigat-
ed. A supervised method applying the a* channel of the CIELAB color space and the arithmetic
combination GR = (R - G) / (G + R) turned out to be successful. Also a useful means for vege-
tation detection was the unsupervised isoclustering with the second and third principal com-
ponent (derived from RGB by the so-called principle component analysis) and the channel GR.
With the supervised method (input channels GR and a*) applied to 4 different data sets, an av-
erage success rate of 95% was reached. The unsupervised method with principle component
analysis and K-means classification (input channels GR, 2nd and 3rd component) still reached
a remarkable average of 93%. And also important: In none of the test images the success rate
was lower than 91%. The result of the classification was used to remove height values from the
digital height model (DSM or normalised DSM) that are caused by vegetation, ending up with
the buildings as only objects above-ground. It could be shown that even the unsupervised ap-
proach with exclusive use of color imagery (without infrared information) is generally appli-
cable for the separation of man-made objects from vegetation.

11.1.2 - Building detection

Building detection was done in two different ways. A new approach using height bins and
search of objects at the same position in adjacent bins can be applied as well to a normalised
DSM as to a DSM. This means that a DTM has not necessarily to be available and also does not
have to be computed. The success rate of the building detection using height bins was 87%. As
a second method the classical use of a threshold in the nDSM was chosen (success rate 94%).
Both methods generally allowed to detect most of the buildings if the vegetation elimination
was successful and the used DSM and DTM were accurate. Otherwise the reliability of the ap-
proach using height bins was significantly decreasing. Problems mainly occurred in sloping
areas and where vegetation was surrounding the buildings. Important factors deciding about
success or failure are the quality of the used height models (DSM and DHM) and the result of
the vegetation elimination.

11.1.3 - Building reconstruction

Three approaches for building reconstruction were developed and tested. In an orthophoto-
based method several kinds of data (color, height values, edge magnitude, edge orientation)
are combined to calculate a score for each solution hypothesis. This allows a step-by-step ad-
aptation of location, orientation and size of the building. Finally one representative building
height is determined. The results look promising, but with an estimated mean accuracy of 1.5
m for a single building side the project aim of 1 m accuracy was not reached. The approach fac-
es its limitations when several buildings are connected. The use of infrared-information and of
a high-quality DSM would certainly allow for better results, and the algorithms still bear some
potential for improvements. Especially the use of reconstructed 3-D edges could help to in-
crease the accuracy. The orthophoto-based approach also includes an automated rating system
which allows to automatically accept correctly updated buildings and to eliminate bad solu-
tions. For general use the thresholds for separation of good, uncertain and bad solutions have
to be adjusted manually. Then the automated rating works reliably.

The second approach was done to estimate the limitations of the given data with respect to its
usability for generic roof modelling. Here no approximate data is necessary, because the rough
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locations are derived by building detection. Then unsupervised classification is used to sepa-
rate main roof segments. Each segment is separately reconstructed on the base of 3-D edges
and DSM points. Finally the single roof parts (3-D) are combined to a coarse building model.
While in some cases remarkable reconstruction results could be achieved, the approach turned
out to be not enough robust for general applicability, mainly due to the image scale that was
too small and the varying radiometry of the imagery and the use of 2-fold overlap only.

The third approach based on blob shapes and 3-D edges was invented with the aim that it
should be simple and fast, aiming towards a software prototype that was requested in the
project description. Approximate data is adapted to the coarse building outline (determined
during blob detection) and reconstructed 3-D edges. In several steps the location, orientation
and size are corrected. One or two building heights are derived from the DSM, the modelling
of gable roofs is possible. Similar than the orthophoto-based method, also this approach failed
to reach the accuracy aim of 1 m for a single building side (average: 2 m). The method depends
on an accurate and quite complete set of 3-D edges, which could not be derived for the given
image scale. The blob shapes that are used as second main data source strongly depend on a
high quality DSM, which was not the case for the photogrammetrically derived height models
of Hedingen and Horgen.

It was shown and proved that the developed methods basically work. But for reliable results
the accuracy of a DSM derived from color imagery with an image scale of 1:15’800 is not suffi-
cient. A single test of the approach using blob outlines applied to a precise laser data set (ras-
terwidth 0.5 m, no image data used) showed that with more detailed and accurate DSM data
the intended quality requirements (1 m accuracy) can be fulfilled.

11.1.4 - Automated rating of solutions

A method for automated rating of the solutions was presented in the building reconstruction
approach from an orthophoto using score functions. The principle is to use radiometric and
height data and to determine a score of the solution according to the DSM and color values in-
side and outside of a building mask (derived from the solution).

Good solutions are automatically accepted, bad ones are rejected. Important is that none of the
accepted buildings should be inaccurate. This was the case in Hedingen, but not in the Horgen
data set. Therefore the algorithms would need some improvement to be generally applicable.
The reliability of the approach could also be increased if a more accurate and detailed DSM
was available and if the channel separating man-made objects from vegetation used for the rat-
ing procedure was of better quality (e.g. based on color-infrared or infrared data).

11.2 - Usability of the research results for map updating

The reconstruction of buildings was approached in several different ways. Regarding the in-
put data and the main aim of the investigations, it was always kept in mind that the results
should be used in an automated map updating process, not for detailed city modelling. This
chapter contains some general thoughts on how the issue of map updating could be dealt with.

For an automated updating of a map the actual, accurate building outline of existing and new
buildings is needed. Therefore this thesis both contains proposals for building detection as
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well as building reconstruction. An evaluation of the achieved results showed that a coarse vi-
sualisation of a rural settlement (village, small town) from only one middle-scale stereo model
is possible. But the precision and reliability of the developed methods do not allow an auto-
mated generation of a 3-D city model without quite some manual editing. Problems occurred
especially in regions with a high building concentration.

Fig. 120: Actualised map of Hedingen; a) Orthophoto,
b) Map 1:25’000 after updating with unedited reconstruction results

For the support of map updating, the derived results are useful (Fig. 120). A comparison with
an orthophoto shows that the town centre of Hedingen can be represented with sufficient qual-
ity. While in regions with erroneous results the original data was kept, in areas were the recon-
struction process produced a plausible building, the map content was deleted and replaced by
the reconstruction result. One reason is that especially for areas with buildings that are con-
nected or standing close to each other no good reconstruction results were achieved. In those
regions it makes more sense to keep the old map content that was already generalised. This
strategy is strengthened with the fact that in urban development the changes are usually
caused by expansion affecting the outskirts of a settlement (new buildings), while the town
centres only undergo minor changes.

There is a further aspect to be considered when automatically updating a map. Even if the re-
construction results in a data set that is perfectly corresponding to reality, actually only half of
the updating is done. The next step to do would be a generalisation of the results. For this rea-
son it seems more reasonable to keep the existing map for those regions where no changes oc-
curred. The new data is only used in places with significant differences (new buildings, build-
ings that do not exist anymore). Thus the amount of generalisation work can be reduced. For
current work on (automated) generalisation please refer to the homepage of the International
Cartographic Association, Commission on Map Generalisation [ICA, 2002]. Papers on auto-
mated generalisation in particular are e.g. [Lamy et al., 1999; Regnauld et al., 1999; Sester, 2000;
Harrie, 2001].

New buildings
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11.3 - Future work / Outlook

The automated reconstruction of buildings is a topic of major concern these days. Many prom-
ising developments have been made in recent years, but there is no commercial solution avail-
able yet. With one stereo model consisting of color images with scale 1:15’800 a successful
automated production of data for map updating seems possible, but a reliable 3-D reconstruc-
tion of buildings (especially in town centres) will hardly be realised.

The use of infrared imagery might allow to significantly improve the vegetation detection.
Projects where the determination of vegetation areas is of importance do always make use of
the reflectance behaviour of leaves in the near infrared spectrum.

The use of very precise and dense DSM data would also have a major influence. The height
data could for instance be produced with an airborne laser scanner. The fact that some re-
searchers reconstruct buildings with exclusive use of a laser DSM confirms this statement.
Point densities of up to 10 p/m2 can nawadays be realized with laser scanners mounted on a
helicopter [Huising & Gomes Pereira, 1998].

A big improvement could also be reached if a pulsed laser system was used for DSM acquisi-
tion. This would certainly lead to a simplification of the vegetation and building detection task.

With only two middle-scale images the presented work based on inexpensive data. Potential
lies in the use of a larger scale and in an extension to 4- or even 6-fold overlap, providing more
redundancy, but also increasing costs and processing time.

Years could be spent just dealing with one of the many tasks that had to be solved during the
presented research. Besides improvements of the described methods one could introduce new
features like a predefined set of building models or an iterative approach with model verifica-
tion that provides the user with a tool for the manual correction of errors in the reconstruction
result. In addition, the use of topology could have some potential. Similarities of neighbouring
buildings and distances between buildings as well as between buildings and roads could help
to improve both the detection and the reconstruction methods.
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A.1 - Test area Hedingen

Number of images 2 Terrain height 480 - 550 m
Number of channels 3 (RGB) Image scale ~1:15’800
Overlap 65% Image resolution 14 µm
Mean flight height above ground 4850 m Ground pixel size ~0.22 m
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A.2 - Test area Horgen

Number of images 2 Terrain height 410 - 630 m
Number of channels 3 (RGB) Image scale ~1:15’800
Overlap 65% Image resolution 14 µm
Mean flight height above ground 4850 m Ground pixel size ~0.22 m
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A.3 - Test area Langnau

Number of images 3 Terrain height 670 - 700 m
Number of channels 3 (RGB) Image scale ~1:30’000
Overlap 80% Image resolution 14 µm
Mean flight height above ground 4800 m Ground pixel size ~0.44 m
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A.4 - Test area Höngg

Number of images 1 Terrain height 450 - 500 m
Number of channels 3 (RGB) Image scale ~1:5’000
Overlap - Image resolution 14 µm
Mean flight height above ground 1050 m Ground pixel size ~0.07 m
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